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EDITORIAL
The first 100 days versus the first 100 years
You don’t have to have a politically-oriented mind to have been exposed to the
late-spring analysis of President Donald
Trump’s first 100 days in office—that
metric, in recent times, becoming some
sort of barometer of a new President’s
potential efficacy and acceptance.
I’m not sure this 100 days thing means
much in the context of a four-year presidential administration, but the new
President’s passive-aggressive byplay
with the auto industry has figured prominently in his first 100 days on the job.
The President surely hits a positive
chord when he ties the auto sector into
his expansive—although sometimes naïve—attack on offshoring of U.S. manufacturing. Who among us can claim not
to be disquieted by the systemic dismantling of once-Titanous American
industries, textiles and steel chief among
them, as corporations ruthlessly chase
the cheap-labor bogey—seemingly encouraged by a scandalous decline of
“America first” policies?
It’s tough to say if U.S.-based and
transplant automakers and suppliers
will genuinely adjust their outlook on
long-term capital investment in response to the President’s Americanjobs dogma, but at numerous times in
that first 100 days, several seized any
opportunity to at least appear to be
playing the game. Headlines ensued,
while details leave the real results open
to interpretation.
Probably more worrying to the auto
industry’s long view is the Trump
Administration’s posture regarding the
federal government’s regulatory role.
Teeth have been gnashing since the
President made an early point of his
skepticism of the assertive 55.4 mpg
(4.3L/100 km) 2025 Corporate Average
Fuel Economy regulations signed into
law by former President Obama; he
then named Oklahoma lawyer and politician Scott Pruitt to lead the
Environmental Protection Agency,
which administers CAFE. Pruitt hardly
can be assumed to bring neutrality,
2 May 2017

having said the EPA operates with an
activist agenda.
The car companies lost little time in
cozying up to the President on this one.
Suddenly, the fuel-economy regulations
once regarded as reasonable and measured will impose “staggering” costs on
the auto sector. To back up its assertions regarding the wrongheadness of it
all, the industry collectively points to
consumers’ increasing desire for larger
vehicles—conveniently forgetting that
CAFE has a built-in “footprint” formula
to help control for customer choice.
Is it unreasonable to assume that all
most of us want is for facts to prevail?
This notion came into relief for me in April
at SAE’s High-Efficiency IC Engines
Symposium, where the keynote speaker
was Michael Olechiw, director of the EPA’s
Light-Duty Vehicle and Small-Engine
Center. Olechiw presented the agency’s
most recent estimate of the cost to consumers to meet CAFE standards in the
2021-25 model years: about $825 per
vehicle that use “very much conventional
technologies.” He added that the vehicle
owner’s service-life fuel-cost savings is
projected to be about about $1,650, or
double the initial cost of the technology.
Should we question the EPA’s numbers here? Absolutely. Everybody’s got
an agenda. The EPA in the past indeed
could be perceived as acting as an “activist” or over-reaching on certain issues. When it comes to government,
gotta take the bad with the good.
But in chasing the market—and, by
extension, profits—the U.S. auto industry
has constructed a unique reputation for
resisting regulatory-led innovation.
I’m all for following the market and
making a profit. But repudiating the
need to continually strive for increased
efficiency is not the attitude of innovators. Or those who intend to maintain
global relevance.
To the 100-year-old auto industry:
you’re better than this. Don’t let the rhetoric of the first 100 days derail what can be.
Bill Visnic, Editorial Director
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SAE STANDARDS NEWS
SAE collaborates on Clean Cars project

I

n early 2016, the Washington State
Department of Ecology issued a request for
proposals for the Puget Sound Clean Cars
Stormwater Partnership, a collaborative research project concerning vehicle fluid leaks and
storm water impacts. Environmental and risk
sciences consulting firm Gradient and SAE
International submitted a joint proposal.
Washington State Department of Ecology
awarded a contract to Gradient, based on their
technical expertise in environmental and human
health hazard and risk assessment. They, in turn,
contracted SAE International because of its discrete automotive engineering expertise. The
project got underway this past January.
“SAE’s role is to help coordinate an automotive viewpoint for this project,” explained Gary
Pollak, Program Manager – Technical Projects,
SAE International Standards Development. “The
project essentially is looking at potential pollution sources that are caused by vehicles, along
with possible mitigation strategies.”
With this project, Pollak said they are examining chemical substances that leak from vehicles
during operation. For example, the leak of fluids
containing potentially harmful chemicals. Or
anything that falls from a vehicle to a roadway,
then possibly washes from the road into a
storm-water collection area.
SAE is coordinating the 18-month project and
will gather experts, along with Gradient, in areas
such as government, research and industrial sectors. The experts will “look at vehicle leakage
and vehicle seals, and see what kind of technology is out there,” Pollak told Automotive
Engineering. “They will look at the current state
of the art.”

One of many
visuals created by
Puget Sound area
environmental
groups to remind
residents of
automotive-related
runoff pollution.
4 May 2017
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SAE is
coordinating
the automotive
viewpoint of
the 18-month
project to
identify
technologies
to reduce
storm-water
impacts in
Puget Sound
related to
vehicle fluid
leaks.

The primary objective of this collaboration is
to identify technologies to reduce storm-water
impacts associated with automotive vehicle fluid
leaks in the State of Washington.
To get started on the project, an introductory
webinar was held for the Clean Cars project in
early March to identify participants. An initial
group of Working Group members and stakeholders for the project were identified from the
webinar participants. Quarterly meetings for the
project were scheduled to begin in April. Pollak
said the project will still accommodate additional
qualified Working Group members or stakeholder
members as the project moves forward.
To meet the objective, the panel of experts
convened for the Clean Cars project will work
together to research and identify the following:
• Environmental and human health impacts associated with automotive fluid leaks
• Vehicle leak data (sources of leaks, frequency
and volume of leaks, etc.) to identify potential
management options
• Current automotive design and maintenance
efforts
• Vehicle design efforts related to preventing
vehicle leaks
• Innovative technologies and onboard diagnostics
• Potential policy options and incentives to accelerate efforts to reduce vehicle leaks using
automotive technologies
• Drivers and barriers to preventing vehicle leaks
using automotive technologies
• Safer chemical alternatives
This project is an example of SAE’s Cooperative
Research Program (CRP)—a pathway for joint venture research projects where two or more organizations pool their resources to study a pre-competitive technical area and share the results.
The Clean Cars project, which is to continue
through June 2018, will result in the publication of a
written research report to document the findings,
recommendations and research needs related to
automotive fluid leak reduction technology. In addition, there will be a presentation of the findings of
the report to the Washington State Department of
Ecology as well as at a future SAE meeting.
Those interested in participating in this project, please contact Gary Pollak (Gary.Pollak@
sae.org) or Keith Wilson (Keith.Wilson@sae.org)
for more information.
Jeff Bleiel contributed to this article.
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SUPPLIER EYE
Toward a “by wire” vehicle

W

hen President Kennedy proclaimed
in 1961 that the U.S. would put a
man on the moon by 1969, the
engineers and scientists involved
knew that building the delivery systems had to
be a staged process of constant improvement.
Creating the knowledge base, supplier capability, test regimens and importantly, the experience and reliability, were all tightly defined
through the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo programs. Skipping a step or shortcutting any development phase would have resulted in failure.
The road to autonomous driving is, to a lesser
degree, a “moonshot” of its own. This is becoming
evident as new “by wire” capabilities are integrated
into the vehicle in stages. Automatic Emergency
Braking (AEB), Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA) and
other enhanced control/detection technologies
require a host of new technologies: new sensors
operating in “fusion” with others that are more flexible; offering vastly enhanced computing speed
and capacity; and networked connectivity are vital
building blocks in the incremental journey to SAE
Level 4 and Level 5 vehicle autonomy. Virtually every subsystem will need to be modified—and in
some cases, re-invented.
Major facets of the “by wire” system integration
include enhanced electronic throttle, shifting, braking and steering to replace the mechanical connections that have proven reliable and economical.
Customers trust them, so any new electronic controls must meet and exceed all expectations.
“Throttle by wire” or electronic throttle control
(ETC) was first to emerge and has become standard equipment on light vehicles. The second “bywire” technology, electronic transmission shifting,
Almost by-wire: Electronically-controlled
steering retains mechanical linkage in
Nissan’s new Infiniti Q50 Hybrid.
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“By wire” is
a matter of
when, not if.
Suppliers
need to
examine their
portfolios and
technology
tracks to
gauge the
downstream
impacts.

has brought new switching formats and vehicle
control/safety possibilities. The replacement of
traditional mechanical linkages with rotary knobs,
center console-based switches and even some
transmission controls embedded in the steering
wheel has opened up valuable real estate between the driver and passenger—allowing more
storage and interior styling possibilities.
The next two steps in the “by wire” march—
braking and steering—are more challenging to
implement and gain 100% regulator approval
and consumer trust.
The traditional vacuum-boosted hydraulic
braking system is already challenged by downsized engines that have difficulty in efficiently
generating brake-system vacuum. Major brake
system supplier/integrators are producing electro-mechanical braking systems to simulate
brake pedal pressure, improve reaction time,
reduce overall mass and improve packaging.
Continental calls its version the MK C1 and several more suppliers are expected to field such
systems over the coming cycle, according to
research by IHS Markit. OEMs and their Tier 1s
will continue to replace aspects of today’s hydraulic foundation brakes to enable increased
electronic control.
Steer-by-wire likely is the last of the “by wire”
technologies that will see eventual large-scale
production in automotive. The process for this
transformation, long used in aircraft, is just beginning. Nissan recently introduced Direct
Adaptive Steering for its Infiniti Q50 Hybrid; the
system, which retains the mechanical wheel-torack link, provides full electronic governance of
driver steering input. This allows for faster, more
power-efficient and precise steering and enables
lane-keeping assistance.
Moving away from mechanical vehicle controls
is inevitable if fully autonomous vehicles are to
become reality. Suppliers need to examine their
portfolios and technology tracks to gauge the
downstream impacts. “By wire” is a matter of
when, not if.
Increased safety, lower mass, improved packaging, enhanced fuel economy and, not insignificantly, engineers’ long-term desire to get rid of
fluid-based vehicle systems, are clear benefits.
Just as NASA took man to the moon in carefully
defined phases of technology advance, a similar
approach towards comprehensive “by wire” controls is vital to bringing automated-driving vehicles into the mainstream.
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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SAE WCX17 CONFERENCE

Autonomy, CAFE,
Cybersecurity dominate
dialogue at WCX17
The annual SAE World Congress
evolves its label to “WCX”
as new formats embellish its
renown as the industry’s premier
thought-exchange venue.

Tech leaders talk AI, security, next-gen HMI
The role of artificial intelligence, the search for
cybersecurity solutions and the next level of
human-machine interface in vehicles were discussed in a Leadership Roundtable of top technologists from Ford, GM, FCA, Continental and
Denso on the final day of April’s SAE’s WCX17
conference in Detroit.
Artificial intelligence (AI) has the industry’s
attention as engineers look over the horizon for
more capability in autonomous vehicle systems. Jon Lauckner, General Motors CTO and
President of GM Ventures, explained that AI is
a good option for certain tasks, like getting an
autonomous vehicle to do object detection and
classification. “But to have the power of a human brain—even a teenager, for example—it’s
very far away from that capability.”
He added, “We need to go well beyond neural networks if we’re going to deploy AI as the
‘central brain’ in any sort of an autonomous
vehicle system.”
Tier 1 supplier Continental employs about
100 engineers and scientists currently working
on AI, noted Jeffrey Klei, the company’s North
America president. “There’s room for AI in all
areas of business, not just for the development
of automated driving,” he said.
Cybersecurity was a sizzling topic throughout
WCX17, and the technology leaders had their say.
“Make no mistake, cybersecurity is going to continue to escalate as an issue that the automotive
industry must address,” said Ken Washington,
Ph.D, Ford’s Vice President of Research and
Advanced Engineering. He noted that there are
cybersecurity lessons to be learned from the
computing and aerospace industries.
According to GM’s Lauckner, the auto industry’s
8 May 2017

cybersecurity challenges are different than those
of enterprise IT, which is primarily focused on protecting data elements. But he explained that it’s
not data elements sending commands to various
vehicle systems. “It’s a message. And we don’t
have time to authenticate each and every message that’s on a CAN bus system; authentication
takes clock time,” Lauckner noted.
In an automated-driving scenario, those
messages are spinning around in milliseconds.
“Again, you don’t have a lot of time to be doing
very sophisticated message authentications,”
Lauckner said, adding, “I think there are opportunities for innovations with regard to the particular systems we have onboard vehicles.”
The experts also discussed next-generation
human-machine interface. “It’s about the consumer,” said Washington. “You don’t know what
the customer wants unless you observe them.”
He noted that the Internet and Apple iPhone
happened because of a technology-push, and
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Technology leaders share a laugh during the Leadership
Roundtable at WCX17. From left: 2017 SAE International
President Doug Patton; Ford’s Ken Washington; GM’s
Jon Lauckner; Continental’s Jeff Klei. (Not shown in
photo is FCA’s Phil Jansen.)
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that refinements to products and technologies happen by watching the experiences of users.
“It’s really about how you stitch it
together to create an experience that
customers will love. I think we need to
get much better at that as an industry,”
he explained. Klei of Continental asserted that HMI should be viewed by
the user as an intuitive feature.
“We’ve all learned as an industry that
we can’t have all touch-pad surfaces;
there must be some haptic feedback in
certain circumstances,” he said. “I think
as an industry we have to do a better job
of getting the HMI right so that the customer’s first experience is a good one.”
Attracting the world’s best talent to
solve these and other engineering challenges, “the automotive sector is calling,” noted Phil Jansen, FCA’s Vice
President Product Development for
NAFTA. “We’re in the business of providing personal transportation for six
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Discussion of artificial-intelligence advances peppered numerous WCX17 discussions. Just prior to the
conference, artificial-intelligence specialist Nvidia announced a partnership with Bosch to deploy Nvidia’s
first automotive supercomputer designed as a platform for artificial intelligence-enabled automated
driving. Shown here at the announcement in Germany is Nvidia CEO Jen-Hsun Huang (image: Nvidia).
billion people on this planet. Walk away
excited. Don’t walk away fearful because this is a very interesting time,” he
told the audience.
The discussion was moderated by

Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/65851-606

Doug Patton, Executive Vice President
and CTO for Denso, and the 2017 SAE
International President and Chair of
the Board.
Kami Buchholz
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Overcoming the ‘CO2 penalty’ of autonomous vehicles

“That means the propulsion system has to
What type of propulsion system will power the
be that much better than today’s,” he noted.
highly automated (SAE Level 4) and fully au“We need to get to a 50-51% (brake thermal
tonomous (SAE Level 5) vehicles of the future?
efficiency) to make that happen. That’s not
Such systems will need to be more efficient than
plausible without hybridization coupled with
those used in today’s human-driven vehicles to
significantly more efficient combustion enoffset the “autonomous overhead”—the signifigines.”
cant amount of electrical power required for
While Thomas considers autonomous vehicles
data processing alone. And that propulsion
to be “propulsion agnostic,” the need for redunwon’t be the lowest-cost solution, said Chris
BorgWarner CTO Chris Thomas:
dant braking systems (and redundant batteries)
Thomas, BorgWarner’s vice president and CTO.
Exposing the “dirty little secret” of
makes plug-in hybrids the practical prime-mover
The 1.5 kW to 2.75 kW needed just to proautonomous vehicles at the 2017 SAE in this area for perhaps the next 20 years. He
cess the increasing deluge of incoming and
High-Efficiency Engines Symposium.
reckons battery-electric vehicles won’t play a
in-vehicle data—generated from onboard sen(image: Lindsay Brooke)
major role in autonomous use during that period.
sor arrays, from other vehicles, the infrastruc“The increased uptime of autonomous veture and the cloud—is “the dirty little secret”
hicles could mean more than 10 hours per day of operation, in
of autonomous vehicle engineering, Thomas told the audiwhich a significant amount of charging would be required,” he
ence at SAE’s 2017 High-Efficiency Engines Symposium in
argues. “A typical New York cab runs 18 hours a day which
Detroit on April 3.
means it needs 18 hours of air conditioning in the summer and 18
For a typical B-segment vehicle, about 39 W of electricity
hours of heat in winter. In a BEV, you lose 30-50% of the range
consumed is equivalent to about one gram of CO2 emitted.
when you turn on the A/C or heat. So I don’t think we’ll see BEVs
Thomas noted that new dedicated processors from Intel and
used for autonomy outside of some commercial vehicles, at least
Nvidia will inevitably help reduce electrical consumption by up
in the short term.”
to 90%. That means that with a 90% reduction in energy conIf battery exchanges/swapping at centralized locations were
sumption, a typical vehicle’s processing-power demand may be
made accessible, that scenario could change if an infrastructure
200 to 350 W.
(similar to gas stations) were implemented, he said. DC fast“By our calculations, the best case-scenario is that we’ll end
charging of entire fleets of vehicles would create too great a
up with about a 10-g to 20-g CO2 penalty per autonomous vespike in the electrical grid to be practical, Thomas noted.
hicle,” Thomas explained, translating into a 3-6% burden for the
propulsion system and a significant “hit” to vehicle efficiency.
Lindsay Brooke

New autonomous-driving module uses raw sensor data to enhance speed
The race to gain a foothold in the
emerging autonomous vehicle market
continues to attract more players.
Mentor Graphics Embedded Systems
Division is joining the game, introducing
a system that captures raw sensor data
and makes driving decisions.
Mentor’s new platform captures and
fuses raw data from radar, lidar, vision
and other sensors, then decides whether to turn, brake or take other actions.
The DRS360, unveiled at the SAE
WCX17 in Detroit, is aimed primarily at
SAE Level 5 autonomous vehicles,
though it can also be used for advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS).
The hardware includes Xilinx FPGAs
Mentor and either X86- or ARM-based
microcontrollers. It runs Linux software,
building upon the company’s claims of
leadership in automotive Linux.
Unlike many safety systems, Mentor
12 May 2017

Mentor’s architecture utilizes a powerful centralized computer, in contrast to today’s distributedintelligence architectures.
is using raw sensor data. Many companies add microcontrollers to sensors,
doing elementary processing before
data goes onto the network. That reduces bandwidth requirements and
lightens the workload for the central

processing modules.
Mentor engineers contend that it’s
more efficient to stream raw data, since
networks like Ethernet can meet even the
demands of many high-resolution sensors.
Eliminating intelligence within sensors can
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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save both time and money, especially in
sensor-laden autonomous vehicles.
“In adaptive cruise control, the radar
has a processor that filters out data; the
important data is then sent to a system
that decides whether it needs to brake,”
explained Glenn Perry, General Manager
of the Mentor Graphics Embedded
Systems Division. “Adding a processor
in the sensor induces latency and adds
to the bill of materials. When you have
all the lidar, radar, cameras needed for
Level 5, I’m not sure this works. It will
be expensive and consume an extraordinary amount of computing power.”
The Mentor module, which has a
power budget of under 100W, actually
improved performance in a recent test
in which more sensors were added.
Technicians used a single sensor when
they ran an object-classification algorithm with a pedestrian, bicycle and
vehicle, then added more sensor inputs.
When input from complementary sen-

sors was combined, it took less computing power to analyze the data.
“With one sensor, we were at an 85%
CPU load with a classification time of
about 600 milliseconds and a confidence rating of 65%,” Perry said. “When
we added radar and lidar, the confidence level rose, the CPU load went
down to 55% and the classification time
was one millisecond.
“We were surprised how much the
CPU load dropped; it was counterintuitive to stream in more Gbits of data and
see a decline,” he noted.
Performance won’t be the only factor
that determines whether companies
buy into Mentor’s concept. Business
issues driven by Tier 1s as well as OEM
groups will play a key role.
Mentor’s architecture utilizes a powerful centralized computer, in contrast to
today’s distributed-intelligence architectures. Many autonomous architectures
also employ a centralized controller that

Lightweighting with ROHACELL® Triple F

relies heavily on pre-processed inputs.
Amin Kashi, Mentor’s ADAS Director,
contends that this is driven by business
rationales, not technical efficiency.
“There’s been a resistance to consolidation, more due to organizational
structures and supply chain issues,”
Kashi said. “That said, there’s been
some consolidation in infotainment and
in-vehicle infotainment systems, especially by the Chinese, who don’t care
much about structures.”
Openness is another plus on the business side. Some suppliers offer only a
black box, so it’s difficult to alter hardware or software. Mentor will let OEMs
tweak algorithms and hardware designs.
“OEMs feel ADAS is an area of differentiation, but if they can only get a
black box, it’s difficult to differentiate.
With an open platform, they can make
alterations to differentiate their offerings,” Perry said.
Terry Costlow
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Musclecar Godzilla: Dodge Reveals 840-hp Challenger SRT Demon

At Dodge’s unveiling of the Challenger SRT Demon just prior to the 2017
New York auto show, with a backdrop highlighting the car’s outlandish
power and performance numbers (image: Bill Visnic).
After months of teasing and a high-profile tie-in with the Fast
& Furious film franchise, at the New York auto show FCA’s
Dodge division revealed its 2018 Challenger SRT Demon, a
drag racer-in-street-clothes featuring an 840-hp variant of
the now-famous 6.2-L supercharged OHV V-8 that the company boldly claimed makes the Challenger Demon the quickest production car in the world.
Revealing the Demon at an event on the eve of the 2017
New York auto show, Tim Kuniskis, head of passenger cars–
Dodge, SRT, Chrysler and FIAT, for FCA North America, catalogued the Demon’s list of claimed firsts or record-setting
accomplishments, most delivered by the car’s heavily-revised
Hemi V8. Kuniskis said the Demon is the world’s fastest production vehicle to accelerate through the quarter mile, doing
so in 9.65 s at a trap speed of 140 mph (225 km/h); the industry-standard metric of 0-60 mph (97 km/h) acceleration is
dispatched in 2.3 s, which he claimed also is the world’s best,
although that figure is bound to be disputed.
The Challenger SRT Demon, Kuniskis continued, goes from
0-30 mph (48 km/h) in 1 s flat and thanks to its prodigious
770 ft·lb (1044 N·m) of torque—further augmented by special
launch-enhancing powertrain techniques—is “the only production car ever to do a wheelie” at launch.

Hellcat engine on steroids

The Challenger SRT Demon comes quickly on the heels of
Dodge’s Hellcat models that debuted a 707-hp version of the
supercharged 6.2-L Hemi V-8 that immediately was immortalized in musclecar circles—but the company is quick to point out
the Demon’s performance upgrade comes from more than a
mere supercharger boost increase. There are more than two
dozen significant component engine upgrades in the move
14 May 2017

from 707-hp Hellcat to 840-hp Demon, Dodge said.
Increased boost is a chief factor, however: the Demon’s 6.2L variant uses a 2.7-L supercharger in place of the Hellcat’s
2.4-L unit, generating a boost-pressure increase from 11.6 psi
to 14.5 psi. The Demon’s engine redline also is hiked to 6500
rpm from the Hellcat’s 6200-rpm limit.
Meanwhile, intake of air also receives more attention: a larger
airbox gets air from three paths, chief among them being the
special “Air Grabber” hood duct, which Dodge claims is the
largest functional hood scoop of any production car. Intake air
also is routed from a new “Air Catcher” headlamp on the driver’s side and an inlet near the wheel liner. The engine is fed as
much as 1,150 cu. ft. of air per minute, an 18% increase compared to the Hellcat V-8 and an intake volume—you guessed
it—claimed to be greater than any production vehicle.
But it doesn’t stop there. The Challenger SRT Demon features an all-new and production-vehicle first “Power Chiller”
to reduce intake-air temperature by as much as 45 deg.
Charge-air coolant, which first is cooled by ambient air that
passes through a low-temperature radiator, then flows
through the Power Chiller; the double-chilled coolant then is
delivered to the supercharger’s heat exchangers.
The Power Chiller’s extra cooling capacity comes from diverting the air-conditioning refrigerant from the SRT Demon’s
interior to a chiller unit mounted near the low-temperature
circuit coolant pump. This combines with an After-Run Chiller
that is designed to keep the cooling fan and low-temperature
cooling circuit functioning after the engine is shut down, reducing heat soak.
The Demon’s 6.2-L supercharged V8 has two dual-stage fuel
pumps (compared with a single dual-stage pump for the
Hellcat V8) and the engine also is fitted with higher-strength
pistons and connecting rods, a higher-speed valvetrain and an

FCA’s
alreadylegendary
supercharged
6.2-L
V-8 gets
extensive
revision for
Demon duty
(image: Bill
Visnic).
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As much as 200 lb can be chopped from the Challenger SRT
Demon’s weight. Provided you don’t want frivolities such as a seat
for a front passenger (image: FCA).
upgraded lubrication system. Dodge said these modifications
help the engine sustain higher output and pressures while
meeting FCA US LLC’s stringent durability requirements.
Kuniskis told Automotive Engineering the Demon engine retains the same 9.5:1 compression ratio of the Hellcat engine, but
higher cylinder pressures generated by the Demon engine enable more-aggressive spark advance. Dodge does admit, however, that the maximum power and torque figures are derived

when using 100-octane unleaded gasoline. Fueling with readilyavailable 91-octane premium unleaded drops output to 808 hp
and 717 lb·ft (972 N·m). A button on the dash is engaged to reap
maximum horsepower when 100-octane fuel is onboard.
The Challenger SRT Demon is fitted exclusively with the
same 8-speed automatic transmission already used in
Dodge’s Hellcat models, but a new operating regime called
TransBrake is designed to lock the output shaft to keep the
car stationary while the driver increases engine revs to as
much as 2,350 rpm without overpowering the brakes. The
result, said Dodge, is 15% more available torque at launch.
The TransBrake design works in collaboration with yet another
new driveline feature that Dodge said is a world first: Torque
Reserve. When engine speed exceeds 950 rpm, Torque Reserve
closes the supercharger bypass valve, effectively preloading the
supercharger with boost and manages fuel flow and spark to
individual cylinders to balance engine rpm with torque.
The two driveline management systems mean the engine is
working with as much as 8 psi of boost at launch and up to 120%
more launch engine torque. Using the steering-wheel paddle
shifter to initiate launch, the driver can see full torque delivery to
the rear wheels just 150 ms after launch. It all can shave as much
as a tenth of a second off the quarter-mile run, the company said.
Bill Visnic
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New York auto show: Lincoln unveils all-new, aluminum-bodied 2018 Navigator
Ford’s Lincoln luxury-vehicle unit revealed the 2018 Navigator fullsize SUV
at the 2017 New York auto show by
touting its blend of smart basic engineering and smart features.
Like the recently-revealed Ford
Expedition, its Lincoln counterpart is fitted with weight-saving aluminum bodywork to cut roughly 200 lb (91 kg) from
the curb weight and help offset the mass
of the new Navigator’s copious luxury
and advanced driver-assist features.
The new Navigator’s single-spec
powertrain is stark evidence that engine
downsizing and advanced transmission
technology have come fully of age: the
body-on-frame Navigator, positioned to
be one of the largest and most-spacious 3-row SUVs on the road, isn’t
deemed to require a V-8. Instead,
Lincoln projects it will reap some 450
hp from a 3.5-L twin-turbocharged V6.
And backing the thrusty 6-cylinder engine is Ford’s new 10R80 10-speed automatic transmission.
At the 2018 Navigator’s New York
auto show launch, Ford had yet to distribute final specifications, but one
company source said the new Navigator
is expected to surpass the 17-mpg (13.8

Simplicity reigns for the Navigator’s center
console (image: Lincoln).
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The 2018 Lincoln Navigator at its New York auto show premiere (image: Lincoln).

When specifications
become final, Lincoln expects the
2018 Navigator to have class-leading cargo
space and towing capacity (image: Lincoln).
L/100 km) combined fuel-economy rating of the previous-generation
Navigator fitted with the twin-turbocharged V6 and all-wheel drive.
Although the new Navigator has
Ford’s latest weight-saving and powertrain know-how, the brand is steadfastly focused on the SUV’s occupantluxury and convenience attributes, as it
must do marketplace battle with rival
GM’s segment-defining Cadillac
Escalade and fresh new European rivals
that include large unibody SUVs from
Land Rover’s Range Rover and
Mercedes-Benz, among others.
The 2018 Navigator has a laminated
windshield and side glazing and socalled Perfect Position seats for the
front occupants that are 30-way adjustable and offer heating, cooling and massage. Twin 10-in (25-cm) screens on the
back of the front seats allow second-

row occupants to view separate video
sources and the second-row occupants
have their own dedicated climate-control sector. The third-row seats offer a
power-recline function.
Other electronic features include a
head-up display for the driver and
Ford’s clever Trailer Backup Assist that
greatly simplifies the act of reversing a
trailer. A simple pushbutton arrangement on the center console selects
transmission gear (there is no “L,” setting, however, so it appears it technically cannot be called a “PRNDL”).
And one unique new function sees the
adaptive LED headlights broaden their
beam at low speeds to enhance peripheral lighting then narrowing the beams
as speed rises to provide better longrange projection and reduce glare from
signs and other roadside distractions.
Bill Visnic
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Tough fuel-economy bogies for
2021 and beyond are driving new
approaches to materials use, as
seen in these examples.

Magna’s high level of
process and materials
development enabled
extensive structural
reinforcements to
be molded into the
prototype subframe.
(photo: Magna)

by Lindsay Brooke

Magna and Ford test
carbon-fiber subframes
Carbon-fiber reinforced polymers are the yin and yang of
automotive lightweighting. Their strength-to-weight ratio
handily outperforms chrome-moly steel, heat-treated
aluminum alloys and magnesium. The aerospace industry
gobbles the strong, stiff and light composite for use in
wing spars and plans to use it in entire primary structures
(SpaceX’s next-gen heavy launch vehicle) in the future.
But CFRP’s slow part-to-part cycle rates, relatively complex processing and unique failure modes have kept it
from being a player in volumes of more than 150,000
units per year for automotive structural applications.
Magna International and Ford Motor Co. believe
CFRP holds promise in vehicle structures—specifically
front and rear subframes. The companies are preparing
to test a batch of prototype CFRP front subframes they
developed collaboratively over the last two years. The
prototype cradle, now being installed in Ford unibody
development mules, is 34% lighter than a comparable
steel fabrication typically used in passenger vehicles. It
is 16% lighter than a comparable aluminum fabrication.
Comprising two main pieces—upper and lower
moldings bonded and riveted together, along with
four overmolded body-mount bushings—the CFRP
cradle replaces 45 stamped-and-joined components in
a benchmarked steel subframe. The bill of materials is
reduced by 87%.
“Ford challenged us with this concept, which is a
continuation of our collaboration on the Multi-Materials
Lightweight Vehicle project,” explained Grahame
Burrow, President, Magna Exteriors. His team and
Magna’s Cosma chassis group worked closely with a
Ford Research and Advanced Engineering team under
Mike Whitens, in the subframe design. Magna orchestrated tooling and unveiled the first ‘shots’ at the 2017
JEC World composites show.
Burrow expects subframe testing to proceed through
20 May 2017

4Q17 when “real results from real vehicles” will be available. From an
FEA perspective, “all the tests to date have performed at or better than
a steel subframe,” noted Brian Krull, Magna Exteriors’ Global Director
of Innovation. “We’re hoping to see those same results in physical testing.” He described the material’s NVH performance as “excellent.”
Beyond the initial CAE work, the vehicle-level phase will evaluate
corrosion, stone chipping and bolt-load retention and crash performance. The project team also will develop a recommended design,
manufacturing and assembly process with the experience gained
during the prototype build and subsequent testing.

Subframe “perfect” for CFRP
While Magna has extensive experience in carbon-fiber components
for production, including the grille-opening reinforcement for Ford’s
Mustang Shelby Cobra GT500 and the hood of Cadillac’s V-series
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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Magna
Exteriors boss
Grahame
Burrow is
looking
forward to
real-world test
data on the
CFRP subframe
later this year.

The Magna-Ford
CFRP front subframe
replaces 45 stampedand-joined components
in a benchmarked steel
subframe. The bill of
material is reduced
by 87%. (photo: Magna)
sedans, the subframe project is the largest and most complex CFRP
component yet developed, according to Burrow.
CFRP has for years tantalized chassis engineers looking to take mass
out of vehicle frame structures. In the late 1990s, General Motors enlisted lightweight-aircraft pioneer Burt Rutan to co-develop a CFRP
ladder frame aimed at full-size SUVs and Corvette. Interviewed by the
author at the time, GM R&D boss Larry Burns said the project’s cost
targeting ratio was $20 per pound removed, compared with a steel
frame. The prototype CFRP frame reduced mass by 200 lb (91 kg) but
steel remained the industry’s chassis and subframe material of choice.
The sheet-molding compound (SMC) that is used in the Ford CFRP
project is a new material that was developed by Magna specifically
for structural applications, according to Andrew Swikoski, Global
Product Line Director, Lightweight Composites.
“The front subframe was a perfect application for it,” he told
Automotive Engineering, adding that two materials were developed
for the subframe: one is a chopped-carbon-fiber SMC and the other
is a continuous fiber that is strategically placed in the parts that need
a boost in properties. “Both materials were under development and
Ford was cognizant of that; it was one reason they brought us into
this development project,” Swikoski said.
Magna purchases the carbon fiber from Zoltek, part of the Toray
Group. It then compounds the material in house. Swikoski noted that
CFRP has directional-strength properties that rely on the orientation
and proportion of the fibers relative to the polymer. Typically,
chopped carbon fiber’s potential strength is limited because the material is scattered within the final part. Continuous carbon fiber offers
greater potential strength because the thousands of carbon fibers
are bundled in long strands.

Scaling for high volumes
According to Burrow and Krull, the two-piece prototype cradle could
potentially evolve into a single-piece molding in future development.
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

“Given a clean-sheet approach, if we could be
alongside vehicle architects from scratch, there could
be opportunity to do this cradle in a single component,” Burrow said.
“What you don’t see underneath the close-out panels are a significant number of ribs underneath to handle the load path. This was one of the great achievements in this project, the amount of ribbing that’s integral to the component,” Krull noted. “Based on the
structural ribs, I think a single piece is very feasible.”
The Magna engineers admitted that driving cost out
of CFRP components has taken on greater urgency,
driven by the more stringent global regulations for
vehicle emissions. Their company’s manufacturing expertise is helping the subframe development teams
innovate solutions on the plant side.
“We were working under the constraints of the existing MMLV; the new subframe had to fit that vehicle,”
Krull explained. “If we had a clean-sheet approach we
could potentially bring in some new innovations that
would drive ease of assembly moving forward.”
Materials experts note that compression molding helps
speed manufacture of the CFRP workpiece. A two-piece
(male/female) mold is pressed together, with the CF fabric and resin between the two. BMW has claimed its production methods for the CFRP-intense i3 and i8 cars enable a new part to be cycled every 80 seconds. The process, however, is a high-cost investment due to highprecision CNC machining used to make the molds.
“Our target cycle time for this technology on this
type of product is the range of three minutes,” Krull
asserted. “It depends on part complexity and size.
Cure time depends on thickness. We have quite a bit
of automation we can throw at this for the loading and
unloading. That’s what Magna is really good at.
“We can scale this for mass production—100,000 to
200,000 vehicles per year is certainly in the realm of
possible,” he opined. “That’s exciting for us; it takes
this material out of the ‘niche’ area.”
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2018 Audi A8L spaceframe
showing mixed-materials
architecture. Note CFRP
rear bulkhead.

Audi brings CFRP to 2018 A8
Audi helped pioneer aluminum-intensive
bodies-in-white in volume production
but for its recently unveiled 2018 A8 the
company adopts a broader mixed-materials approach. Besides retaining aluminum alloys for most of the car’s BIW,
Audi incorporates steel, magnesium and
carbon-fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP).
Claimed torsional rigidity is up 24%
compared with the incumbent A8. But
the car still fights the dreaded “mass
creep” due to the addition of new safety/autonomous driving technologies
and the provision for plug-in hybrid
propulsion. Despite the body engineers’
best efforts, the new A8’s BIW weighs
621 lb (282 kg) versus 509 lb (231 kg)
for the incumbent model.
CFRP is used for the rear panel and
associated parcel shelf, the largest component in the occupant cell of the A8. It
provides some 33% of the torsional rigidity for the whole car, according to
Audi engineers. They explained that to
optimally absorb longitudinal and transverse loads and associated load-shearing forces, between six and 19 fiber layers are placed one above each other to
deliver load optimization. The individual
fiber layers comprise 2-in-wide (50mm) tapes placed in a finished layered
panel “with any desired fiber angle and
minimal trimming of the fibers.”
The process obviates the need for an
intermediary step of manufacturing
entire sheets of carbon fiber. A further
new process sees the layered panel
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/65851-613

wetted with epoxy resin and cured
“within minutes.” Although hot-formed
high-strength steel is used for the A8
occupant cell, cast-aluminum nodes
and extruded profiles and sheets account for 58% of the car’s body.
The new heat-treated cast alloys provide a tensile strength of more than 230
MPa (33,359 psi); the corresponding
yield strength in the tensile test is over
180 MPa (26,107 psi), engineers said.
For the profile alloys, “significantly
higher” values are delivered than those
previously achieved.
Magnesium is used for a front brace
linking the A8’s suspension towers and
provides a 28% weight saving, the engineers claim. Aluminum bolts are used to
secure it to the strut tower domes to
boost torsional rigidity. In terms of safety
performance, a frontal collision would
distribute resultant generated forces to
three impact buffers in the front end.
A further significant aspect of the A8
build is the use of 14 different joining
processes in body assembly. These include roller hemming, grip punch riveting and remote laser welding of aluminum, claimed to be a world-first. Grip
punch riveting fixes the side wall frame
in position and is supported by structural
bonding. Audi is particularly proud of its
adaptation of these joining technologies,
combining the aluminum side wall frame
with the hot-formed HSS sheets at the
B-pillar, the roof line and the thin-flange
sills. —Reported by Stuart Birch
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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Eaton is developing composites with future
supercharger applications in mind.
Might the successor to the TVSII
(shown) be a “hybrid”
materials solution?

Eaton’s “hybrid” materials replace metal
As product portfolios go, Eaton Corp.’s
may be the broadest and deepest among
Tier 1s supplying the mobility sectors.
Materials innovation is core to the seven
primary industries and at least five dozen
product areas served, but you’d be forgiven if you answered “steel” to the question, “What material comes first to mind
when you think of Eaton?”
The world’s dominant source of poppet
valves for ICEs and a pioneer in drivelines
and supercharger systems has played
longer on the “heavy metal” stage than
has Jimmy Page. But Eaton has quietly
spent more than a decade developing
what it calls “hybrid” materials technologies that blend various metals with a
composite, to leverage the best properties of each. Examples include a carbon
fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) overmolded-steel differential carrier and
heavy-truck transmission gears.
“We don’t have specific targets for reducing weight but we’re definitely conscious of weight and maintain a competitive cost-to-weight ratio in our products,”
explained Kelly Williams, Eaton’s
Research and Technology Manager,
Polymers and Nanocomposites, based in
Southfield, MI. “So, when we’re looking at
these “hybrid” technologies it helps balance the cost impact of lightweighting—
to our customers and to theirs as well.”
With more-stringent emissions regulations, Williams’ composites-focused
teams find themselves regularly challenged in respect to higher loads,
torques, pressures, harsher thermal environments and relentless eternal duty
cycles. She noted that the “hybrid” approach allows the engineers to do component- and system-level lightweighting
“without having to go to aerospace-type
processes with continuous carbon fiber
and pre-preg layups. By combining the

metal with the composites we can still
use a high-volume/short-fiber composite
solution to balance the cost,” she said.
There’s a major focus to drive component consolidation, starting with the
current manufacturing process “and the
ability to eliminate secondary finishing
steps that we currently have in our metal applications,” Williams said.
As an example of unique parts consolidation enabled by a composite material,
Williams cited a development on a differential product. The application included a
metal piston that had two polymer seals,
one outside diameter and one inside diameter. In a two-shot process, Williams’
team was able to mold the piston and the
seals in a single piece. This significantly
improved assembly and alleviated the
hassle of precisely positioning the OD and
ID seals during assembly.
Properties such as thermal conductivity or EMI [electro-magnetic interference] shielding are of high importance
to many customers. Composites also
allow more complex geometries than
are possible using only metals: “That’s
another way we’re able to balance the
cost and weight savings” with the ‘hybrid’ solution,” she said.
Williams is asked if an Eaton supercharger housing in composite would be
feasible. It’s “an area we’re actively
working to investigate alternative materials,” she replied. And reinforced-composite drive-axle housings?
“I can see it becoming commercially
viable as carbon-fiber prices decline
and we become more adept at processing,” Williams asserted. “Right now, the
limitation is less technical and more
commercial; the cost of the process and
materials today are preventing that
from becoming a reality. But yes, it’s
definitely a technical solution,” she said.
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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FCA slashes Pacifica mass with
magnesium, hot-stamped steel
For the past 20 years, the steel industry
has parried the most aggressive thrusts
of its aluminum competitors and outpaced them in real-world vehicle mass
reduction at moderate cost. Steel’s success comes from continuous development of new alloys in combination with
a commitment to process R&D, according to materials experts.
FCA engineers partnered with
ArcelorMittal Steel in 2012 when the
automaker kicked off the 2017 Chrysler
Pacifica program. The development consumed 2,000 engineering hours and
went through approximately 300 design
iterations. The partners identified the
side structure of the vehicle’s body-inwhite, specifically the door ring and
B-pillar, as the area of most opportunity
for weight reduction and improved safety performance, according to Pacifica
Chief Engineer Jessica LaFond. It is the
world’s first five-piece hot-stamped laser-welded door ring and B-pillar combination, she told Automotive Engineering.
Using its patented laser ablation process, the steelmaker combined two HSS
grades—Usibor, a hot-stamping grade
that supports weight reduction in advanced shapes that require higher tensile strength, and Ductibor, an energyabsorbing grade designed specifically
to complement Usibor in hot-stamping

applications and offer ductility—to help
manage the energies in small-offset and
side-impact crashes.
The one-two punch of steel grades is
part of a body design strategy incorporating a magnesium cross-car beam and
magnesium liftgate inner casting, the latter a collaboration between FCA and
Meridian Lightweight Technologies. The
Mg casting is part of a four-piece assembly with aluminum-sheet upper and lower
outer panels and a stamped-aluminum
wiper reinforcement. The new lightweight
liftgate is a 50% (22 lb/10 g) mass reduction from that of the outgoing Chrysler
minivan. Magnesium’s ductility helps the
vehicle meet crash requirements and the
casting contributed to a significant bill-ofmaterial reduction, LaFond noted.
Combined with a move to aluminum
sheet for the large sliding doors (saving
40 lb/18 kg), the re-engineered BIW
contributed to about half of the 250 lb
(113 kg) total weight reduction for the
Pacifica compared with the previous
vehicle. At 4,316 lb (1,958 kg) base curb
weight, it is the lightest minivan available and helped contribute to the vehicle’s nimble handling—a factor in
Pacifica being voted 2017 North
American Utility of the Year. It’s also the
first minivan to achieve an IIHS 2017
Top Safety Pick Plus.
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AAM’s new Quantum drive axle
technology is a leap forward in
lightweight, efficient driveline
systems aimed at 2020 and beyond.
by Lindsay Brooke

The Quantum technology aims to reduce the mass of
typical light truck drive axles such as this hunky 3/4-ton
2017 Ram 2500 unit. (Lindsay Brooke)

T

raditional beam-type drive axles as used in most pickups and
full-size SUVs are simple, robust, relatively inexpensive—and a
hefty chunk of cast-iron and steel. Benchmark axles for a typical ½-ton pickup weigh 180 lb (82 kg) each. They’ve evolved
slowly in the nearly 120 years since Louis Renault first employed a
shaft-driven “live” axle on his car. Significant mass reduction has
eluded them until three years ago, when a brainstorming session at a
Detroit-based supplier kicked off a thorough investigation of what’s
possible in terms of axle mass, internal efficiency, NVH reduction,
durability and package volume.
American Axle & Manufacturing CTO Phil Guys and his advanced engineering team were looking at refinements for their company’s incumbent
axles. “New bearings, lighter weight lubes, superfinished hypoid gears…a
very iterative exercise and a good business case to provide those technologies,” Guys (pronounced geez) told Automotive Engineering. But it
wasn’t enough. The team concluded that further finessing to eke out
tenths-of-a-percent more efficiency and reduce mass by mere ounces
would not be enough of a stretch. Nor would it be unique to AAM.
“There’s a typical way you make hypoid gears and there’s a narrow
source for bearings,” Guys said. “We [axle suppliers] all go to the
same seal guy and casting guy. The value of your creation is in the
execution from a manufacturing perspective. But from a productfunctional perspective there’s not a lot of differentiation.”

Radical elements
Their investigation led AAM into arguably its boldest product-development program since the company’s 1994 founding. Compared with
the 180-lb benchmark beam axle for 1500-series trucks noted above,
the new AAM family of axles, called Quantum, weighs 125 lb (57 kg)—
a 30% mass reduction. Similar gains are offered for ¾-ton truck drive
axles; where a benchmark in that segment is 317 lb (144 kg), the
Quantum weighs 216 lb (98 kg).
“We haven’t even tried to quantify the savings on the vehicle side
that can come from the ‘cascade’ benefits we bring; we’ll let the
customers do that,” Guys said. Along with the lightweighting is a
28 May 2017

30-40% reduction in parasitic losses, claimed to be
good for approximately 1% improvement in label-type
fuel economy to the vehicle.
“Our customers’ order of priority is Cost, Efficiency
and Light Weight,” Guys said. “And with global vehicle
platforms, we’re doing well in designing a core ‘module’ that will fit in tight spaces. So it behooves us to be
much more focused on the power density because it
leverages our technology in more and more applications. We’ve been focused on making those individual
axles as efficient and lightweight as possible—that’s
what generated the Quantum technology.”
AAM has had Quantum axles in customer demonstrator vehicles for about a year and is “addressing
multiple Request for Quotes for 2021-2022 opportunities,” Guys said. New driveline programs typically must
align with all-new vehicle platforms or significant refreshes. The tech demos “have proven the technology
to be quiet, efficient and durable,” he said.
Quantum represents a significant re-architecting of
traditional rear-drive axle design. Guys recalls that the
first iterations appeared so “radical” that AAM leadership was a bit unsure of demand.
“It doesn’t look like a traditional axle [inside the
case] so there was a bit of skepticism from some of
our customers,” he explained. Because of this, the development team collected “a tremendous amount of
validation, development, efficiency, NVH and durability
data in support of the technology,” Guys said. “We
also built models to prove that it’s a quiet axle when
installed in a vehicle.”
The Quantum family encompasses RWD and AWD
modules. The design is scalable and available in open,
mechanical limited-slip, electronic limited-slip and
torque-vectoring configurations. It also can be
equipped with AAM’s EcoTrac axle-disconnect system
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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pioneered on the 2014 Jeep Cherokee, Guys noted.
Beam-axle development was pursued first due to the
regulatory pressure on the U.S. full-size truck segment.
So, what’s the differentiator that makes the AAM
unit, as Guys describes it, “radical?” A unique approach to the gear-support structure inside the
A356-T6 center section. The case design and bearing
saddles are “totally different,” said Guys, who would
not show AE details of the internals despite a recent
media drive of Quantum-equipped test vehicles.

Aerospace ball bearings
A Quantum drive axle installed in an AAM demonstrator F-250. Center section
looks huge but is actually smaller than an incumbent 3/4-ton axle.
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All of the new axle’s efficiencies are found in the ringand-pinion support, which uses an aerospace-type ball
bearing that’s not pre-loaded, which cuts parasitic
losses. Guys claims the new bearing “does not come
with aerospace-industry costs.”
Ball bearings are commonly used to support the
pinion gear in today’s drive axles; some applications
use double-row for the head bearing and single- or
double-row for the tail bearing. An AAM production
axle also uses ball bearings in the differential unit.
“I can tell you that for Quantum we kept tapered
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rollers for the differential; we could
clearly go to ball bearings for those for
an incremental improvement,” Guys
said. Double-row bearings are not used
in the ring and pinion support; it is not
preloaded and thus does not use shims.
Pinion bearing shims have been part
of drive-axle architecture for decades.
Two designs are used in the industry to
set pinion bearing preload. One is the
collapsible spacer method, in which the
pinion nut is tightened until the spacer
collapses and applies a specific preload
to the bearings. The other is the noncollapsible spacer method that uses
selective shims to set the proper preload. Shims are used by AAM in its current axle families as well as by competitor Dana in its Spicer AdvanTEK highefficiency axles.
The Quantum bearings were designed by AAM’s in-house engineering
team. The race profiles, surface finish
and ball-bearing spacers are all “homegrown,” Guys noted. While AAM is not
aligned with one specific bearing supplier for Quantum, the company may
choose to partner with one, he said.
AAM had to learn about bearing
manufacturing “in order to integrate
certain features into our components,”
Guys explained. “When you see
Quantum you’ll see how we integrated
features into the design. We’ve built
over 100 beam axles to this architecture
to indeed give ourselves confidence
that it works from all perspectives.”
An AAM manufacturing-engineering
team is currently at work preparing
Quantum axles for production, “looking

at new techniques for machining-in certain features that I can’t yet show you,”
Guys asserted. The engineers “are focused on how to fixture, how to cut,
how to create the surface finishes on
certain parts that allow us to achieve

the performance results,” he said.
As OEMs confirm their light-truck
driveline paths for the next decade, expect AAM Quantum axles to play a major role in reducing vehicle curb weight
while boosting efficiency.

Quantum beam-type unit sans axle tubes for HD
pickups shows heat-treated A356 “pumpkin.”
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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Low-temperature combustion
ready for prime time?
At SAE’s High-Efficiency IC Engines
Symposium, Delphi said its new,
third-generation GDCI is promising,
but even LTC proponents said
challenges remain.
by Terry Costlow and Bill Visnic

Delphi recently began testing of its third-generation GDCI low-temperature
combustion system that is projected to render approximately 42% thermal
efficiency (image: Delphi).

P

owertrain experts and fuel-industry sources speaking at the
recent SAE High-Efficiency IC Engines symposium in Detroit
mutually supported the assertion that liquid fuels will be the
dominant light-vehicle transportation energy source through
the middle of this century. So take that, batteries.
But if reality doesn’t exactly align with the latest breathless reveal
of a 1000-hp battery-electric vehicle, where does that leave powertrain research and development? The global drive for reduced
emissions and reduced fuel consumption hasn’t abated—regardless
of whether the United States decides it no longer needs to participate in the fad—so it appears the continued advance of internalcombustion engines is in order.
So much discussion—in official presentations and in scattered areas
around the symposium—revolved around low-temperature combustion.

Best-yet BTE?
More-sophisticated and lower-cost hardware and new levels of dataprocessing capability are bringing gasoline compression-ignition and
homogenous charge compression-ignition closer to production readiness. Delphi, for example, recently began testing the third generation
of its gasoline direct-injection compression-ignition (GDCI) design
and projects its GDCI 4-cyl. engine will attain a thermal efficiency of
42%. That thermal efficiency would top any current production-vehicle gasoline engine, the most efficient of which currently are claimed
to have peak thermal efficiency of about 40%.
32 May 2017

Mark Sellnau, engineering manager, Delphi Advanced
Powertrain, said a gasoline engine using the third-generation GDCI system is projected to have approximately
22% better thermal efficiency than a current conventional spark-ignited gasoline engine with direct fuel injection and 11% better than a 2L diesel. He said many of
the initial engineering challenges for GDCI have been
overcome and that the company believes it can make
the low-temperature combustion system emissionscompliant at the EPA Tier 3, bin 30 level.
Major advances over Delphi’s second-generation GDCI
system include “wetless” combustion, quicker cold-start
operation and an optimized low-temperature exhaust
aftertreatment that achieves roughly 90% carbon monoxide conversion in about 4s. “Low-temperature combustion means low-temperature exhaust,” Sellnau said of
one of GDCI’s ongoing development challenges.
Sellnau said the third-generation GDCI system has
increased the compression ratio to 16:1 (from 15:1) and
its new longer stroke and increased top-dead-center
piston clearance enable the wetless operation that
sees fuel completely vaporized before it can contact
cylinder or combustion-chamber surfaces. Advanced
fuel injectors operate at 350 bar (5076 psi) and provide three injection events. The third injection, Sellnau
said, is “what differentiates (GDCI) from HCCI (homogenous-charge compression ignition).”
Much of Delphi’s GDCI research is being conducted
under the auspices of a four-year, $9.8-million program funded by the U.S. Department of Energy;
Delphi’s partners in the project include Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Umicore and the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

Premium-unleaded not required?
Sellnau also said the new GDCI system will require a
variety of emissions-reduction measures that, in addition to the newly-formulated low-temperature catalyst, include an intake-air heater, gasoline particulate
filter and urea injection. But he was confident those
measures, coupled with the combustion-related design
advances of the third-generation system, will enable a
production engine to be Tier 3, bin 30 compliant—
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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a vital achievement to advance the system for production-vehicle readiness.
Moreover, he promised the latest GDCI will operate
with gasoline at currently-available octane. “We really
need to get to market with commercial gasoline,” he said.
Sellanu said the project team began gathering test
results for the third-generation GDCI system in
February 2017 and added, “I think we’re going to see a
very efficient engine evolving and going into our vehicle program.” He did not, however, provide a projection on when the system might be fitted to a production-vehicle engine.

Others see chillier prospects
Although Delphi is in the thick of LTC development, it
remains an area of high interest with extensive research from a variety of players. Although some participants at the High-Efficiency IC Engines Symposium
and many sources at the following SAE WCX17 World
Congress Experience conference were openly pessimistic about the prospects for production engines,
they remain bullish about the technology’s potential
SimuQuest-TechBriefs-FINAL.pdf
1
3/20/17
12:36
for reducing
emissions.

Delphi’s third-generation GDCI boasts numerous new advances to bring the
system closer to production-engine readiness (image: Delphi).
There’s plenty of research underway. The International Energy
Assoc., which represents 29 member countries, has dedicated a task
force to the technology. Arne Andersson of Volvo Global Truck dePM
scribed an ongoing study into seven fuels used for LTC engines.
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Biodiesel, methane and ethanol are preferred, he said.
Delphi’s Sellnau noted that LTC improves efficiency and reduces
emissions, although he added that spark-ignited-LTC engines may
see gains of less than 10%. He suggested that researchers focus on
fuels that are readily available, since there are many other challenges
that must be overcome.
“LTC translates to low temperature exhaust, which makes aftertreatment an issue,” Sellnau said. “Also, there’s not much energy to drive a
turbo. Compression [ignition] engines are stronger candidates.”
Finding the right fuel remains a central issue for researchers.
Magnus Sjöberg of Sandia National Laboratories noted that many
fuels don’t have enough energy to “make things happen” at low temperatures. Panelists said that R&D could proceed more quickly if development tools were better.
“One thing we could really use is computational fluid dynamic and
chemical models that are actually predictive so we could test virtually instead of only in physical tests,” said Per Tunestal of Sweden’s
Lund University. “Tools are not predictive enough, not fast enough
and not accurate enough.”
While panelists expressed excitement about ongoing research,
they also were honest about predictions for commercial applications.
A member of the standing-room-only audience asked panelists to
predict the percentage of engines sold in 10 years that would employ
LTC technology and assuming fairly stable fuel prices.

Delphi’s Mark
Sellnau is
bullish that lowtemperature
combustion can
be achieved in a
production engine
using today’s retailgrade unleaded
gasoline (image:
Delphi).
“Zero,” was the response from Stephen Ciatti of
Argonne National Laboratory. Two other panelists
concurred with that prediction. Ciatti said diversity is a
big challenge for LTC.
“There’s no one best solution. It depends on the level of
longevity you want, the type of fuel that’s available, the
lowest cost,” Ciatti said. “The answers are different for
Volvo trucks in Sweden and passenger cars in the U.S.”
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MORE AUTOMATION
for ECU
testing

The latest fault-insertion
tests enable engineers to
run more test cases in less time.
by Keith Moore

T

Testing control software for driveline ECUs (BorgWarner transfer case shown) has
been made more efficient using automated FIUs.

esting safety-related Electronic Control Units (ECUs) is as
much about software testing as hardware. Increased intelligence within ECUs to control braking, prevent rollovers and
ensure that power is applied to the correct wheels is critical.
Automotive Tier 1s such as Delphi, Magna Powertrain and
Continental share these concerns.
Transfer cases for four-wheel-drive and all-wheel-drive vehicles are
a mechanical/electronic device that monitors wheel slippage and
ensures that torque is transferred to the wheels that are not slipping.
A transfer case ECU connects to sensors and actuators, as well as
interfaces with the vehicle’s network. When a driver shifts into gear,
the ECU determines if it can perform this shift. Upon completion, the
ECU reports this to the network.
In operation, many different faults can occur. For example, consider that cable connections can fail open, short to adjacent conductors, and high-resistance connections. To ensure that the transfer
case will operate safely under fault conditions, manufacturers simulate these faults.
In some cases, a driveline system supplier may develop a test fixture that allows engineers to manually inject faults into the transfer
unit during testing. Such manual switching-in of faults is time-consuming and limits the number of tests that the engineers can run. It is
also prone to operator error.
“As automotive ECUs get more complex and intelligent, our customers keep asking for newer fault-insertion switching scenarios,” noted
Paul Bovington, Simulation Product Manager at Pickering Interfaces, a
U.K.-based provider of modular signal switching and simulation for
electronic test and verification. “Clearly, there is a trend for more test
automation to allow for more in-depth ECU testing in shorter time.”
ECUs under development typically are exercised using Hardware-inthe-Loop (HIL) simulation, a test system that simulates the device that
the unit will control. Stimulus instrumentation that simulates engine
36 May 2017

behavior, for example, is connected and controlled either
by manual operation or by computer with measurement
instrumentation used to capture analog and digital responses from the ECU. When it is necessary to inject
faults, traditionally a patch panel, has often been used.
Such a solution has many inherent disadvantages
including lack of repeatability, size, on-going maintenance issues, the need for significant knowledge on the
part of the operator, potential human error and the labor cost required to execute the test and record results.
The way forward in HIL simulation is to use Fault
Insertion Units (FIU), modules that introduce electrical
faults, simulating issues like corrosion, short/open circuits and other electrical failures. Testing with the FIUs
is more repeatable, comprehensive and finds problems
earlier, Bovington claims.
Back to the transfer-case ECU testing, from an actual scenario. The test fixture was inserted between a
transfer case and its ECU. A technician would manually
switch faults in and out. This limited the number of
tests cases that they could run because of slower test
times, and was prone to operator error.
The test fixture had issues—the engineers could not
insert resistive faults and it took up to eight minutes to
run a single test case. Since the driveline supplier runs
thousands of tests, it was clear they had to find a way
to reduce test times.

Automating fault insertion
After evaluating several switching systems, the drivelinesystems supplier purchased from Pickering a PXI chassis
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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Generic breakout box design
used for bench testing.

PULL QUOTE: There is a trend
for more test automation to allow for more in-depth ECU testing in shorter time.

Diagram showing how
the switching system
connects the HIL
simulator, the ECU and
the transfer case.
populated with several 40-191 FIU Switch Modules to
simulate shorts and opens. The 40-191 features solidstate switching elements and is capable of carrying 40A
on single channel. The module allows each channel of the
test system to send signals to the UUT or open-circuit.
Fault-insertion buses allow any channel to be shorted
to any other channel. They also enable any channel to be
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Ground to simulate fault conditions. A
Programmable Resistor Module (40-295)
made by Pickering was selected to simulate resistive faults.
To inject open faults, engineers simply open a line. To short two lines, they

connect each of the two lines to one of
the module’s fault busses. To simulate a
short to power or ground, they connect
the signal line to one of the fault busses
and then connect that bus to ground or
to an external voltage.

HOW DO I KNOW
IF I’M TALKING TO
AN ENGINEER OR
A SALESMAN?

A Pickering PXI30A
fault insertion switch
module, model 40-191.
To inject a resistance fault into one of
the signal lines running between the
transfer case and the transfer case ECU,
the computer would switch in one of
the variable resistors on the 40-295,
then vary the resistance in steps until
the line reacts like an open circuit.
Once a fault is inserted, engineers run
one or more driving scenarios and gather test data. By automating the fault insertion, the time it takes to run a single
test has been cut from eight minutes on
average to around four minutes.
Considering that the test might include
20,000 tests and take more than a
month to run, the savings are clear.

Ask Smalley. It’s simple to tell
when you work with Smalley. That’s
because you’ll always collaborate
directly with our world-class team
of engineers—experts whose only
focus is helping you get the most
performance from your precision
wave springs or retaining rings.

Analyzing the test results

Smalley
Wave Spring

Coil Spring

Smalley wave springs reduce spring
operating height by 50%, saving space
DQGZHLJKWƓWWLQJWLJKWUDGLDODQGD[LDO
spaces. We offer more than 4,000
stock sizes in carbon and stainless steel.

Visit smalley.com for your
no-charge test samples.

THE ENGINEER’S CHOICE™
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The first thing engineers look for is
whether the test has caused any damage to the ECU. If no damage is found,
they start analyzing the test data.
Particularly interesting are the CAN signals and overall behavior. What they are
looking for is data that would indicate
unintentional changes as well as the appropriate diagnostic codes.
The supplier’s engineering team was
very pleased with the way that the
Pickering switching system automated
their test. Based on this success they
are working on a “universal” test system
for their transfer cases. Using a switching system, they feel that they can accomplish this.

9/8/15 1:29 PM

Keith Moore is CEO of Pickering Interfaces
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PREVIEW:

EVENTS FEATURE

SAE readies new
Connect2Car conference
for fusion of auto, tech sectors

C

alling its upcoming Connect2Car Executive Leadership
Forum “the perfect opportunity for automotive and technology executives to discover, collaborate, and engage with
peers from around the globe,” SAE International will for the
first time use an invitation-only format to bring together automotive
chief technology officers, high-level tech-sector executives and
tech-company and startup principals June 6-7 at the Dolce Hayes
Mansion in San Jose, CA.
The Connect2Car Executive Leadership forum features high-level
keynotes and an innovative technical program to heighten the dialogue of the most critical and controversial issues currently shaping
the convergence of automotive and technical development. Incisive
panel discussions and exclusive networking round out the two-day
conference intended to provide a unique environment to collectively
meet, collaborate and exchange ideas at the highest level and with a
minimum of distraction. There is no media coverage or participation
in the event.
“Here is a singular opportunity for C-level execs—especially those
working in electronics, technology insertion, systems integration,
software development and aftermarket systems—to acquire valuable
technical knowledge and the latest information on emerging and applied technologies for the automotive industry,” SAE said in describing the new Connect2Car program that is an evolution of prior
Connect2Car and SAE Convergence conferences.
With the invitation-only format, the Connect2Car Executive
Leadership Forum seeks to create an intimate and interactive environment that encourages robust discussion around such topics such
as new business models for connectivity, OEM leadership strategies
and analysis of the latest plans and tactics for technology insertion.
Attendees also will be able to share experiences and implementation
solutions and obtain the latest intelligence regarding leading-edge
technologies and innovations.
On June 6, the Connect2Car Executive Leadership Forum program
includes panel discussions on:
• Acceptable Levels for Cybersecurity Protection
• Enabling V2V Technology

San Jose, CA’s Dolce Hayes Mansion, site of the Connect2Car
Executive Leadership Forum (image: Dolce Hayes Mansion).

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

SAE’s Connect2Car Executive Leadership Forum is formatted
to enable unfettered thought exchange between automotive
and technology leadership.

SAE’s most recent Connect2Car conference took place at CES
2017 in Las Vegas.
The June 7 agenda includes the continuation of the
Enabling V2V Technology panel and a two-part panel session on Fundamental Validation of Automated Vehicles.
“Unlike other automotive technology events, this one
emphasizes the practical application of the many new
developments emerging on mobility’s cutting edge.
Featuring an interactive environment that invites robust
discussion, the C2C Executive Leadership Forum is a
meeting of the best minds in the business, where participants have the opportunity to engage with each other,
pool research and resources, and work together to develop the next generation of technology integration for
the connected car,” the conference description indicates.
Partners for the Connect2Car Executive Leadership
Forum are General Motors, Delphi and IBM. Although
the Forum is an invitation-only event, pre-registration
for consideration with any applicable discounts or incentives is considered until May 19, with SAE reserving
the right to cancel any registration for a full refund.
Bill Visnic
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SPOTLIGHT: MATERIALS
Ultra-light gasoline-engine pistons

Electrically conductive adhesive

KS Kolbenschmidt
(Auburn Hills, MI),
a division of
Rheinmetall
Automotive, has
refined its Liteks
design for ultralight, durable
gasoline pistons.
Compared to today’s in-production pistons, the
company claims the latest design is another 10% lighter.
With the fourth-generation Liteks, friction has been lowered by fine-tuning the basic piston structure and optimizing piston profile, which is asymmetrically barrel shaped.
On the thrust and anti-thrust sides, differing and variable
ovalities have been used along the skirt height; skirt width
has also been reduced. As a result, friction is now down by
28% under full-load conditions and 7% under part load,
according to KS Kolbenschmidt. Because of the newly configured skirt support, there is more homogenous stress
distribution in the piston itself as well as further-enlarged
ring zone undercuts. The pistons themselves owe their
weight reduction to alloy KS 309 and the design engineers’
exploitation of this material’s specific advantages.

LOCTITE ABLESTIK ICP
3535M1 electrically conductive adhesive (ECA)
from Henkel (Irvine, CA)
provides a robust alternative to solder for
many applications, lowers component assembly stress, and facilitates
lead-free interconnection for regulatory compliance. Due to its versatility and proven reliability, Henkel says LOCTITE ABLESTIK ICP
3535M1 recently has been accepted at global automotive electronics manufacturers, where the material is being used successfully for the production of transmission control units and
qualified for several other automotive applications. Internal and
customer qualification testing have confirmed the material’s
stable contact resistance and good mechanical integrity after
3000 hours of temperature and humidity testing, 3000 cycles
of thermal shock evaluation and 3000 hours of heat storage.
Whereas other ECAs are unable to cope with non-noble metals
on component terminations, LOCTITE ABLESTIK ICP 3535M1
succeeds in delivering performance and reliability effectiveness
on traditional palladium silver-, silver- and gold-finished components, as well as cost-effective tin-terminated components.

For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-400

For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-401

Processing unit with eight processor cores

Laser marker series

dSPACE (Wixom, MI) offers
an additional Processing Unit
for SCALEXIO hardware-inthe-loop (HIL) test systems.
Equipped with an octa-core
Intel Xeon Processor E5, the
new Processing Unit is suitable for the parallel execution of
complex and computationally intensive simulation models.
According to dSPACE, this enables engineers to use high-fidelity, physically realistic models, increases model accuracy, and
makes HIL simulations more realistic. With the octa-core variant, dSPACE extends the product line with a second variant to
address the variety of customers’ application scenarios. The
unit is recommended for customers who often have to compute very large simulation models in parallel, such as those for
vehicle dynamics simulation with detailed chassis and tire
models. Both variants—quad- and octa-core—of the SCALEXIO
Processing Unit support multiprocessor applications where
multiple Processing Units are interconnected.

The MX-Z series of laser
markers from Omron
(Hoffman Estates, IL) provide
high quality, permanent
identification with what the
company claims is superior
flexibility in terms of marking
and connectivity with the
ability to integrate easily to
other systems or controls.
Features include color marking on stainless steel, 2 µm resolution with the ability to mark characters as small as 0.1 mm, and
the ability to import and laser mark from DXF or JPG, BMP, or
PNG images. Omron’s portfolio includes vision attachments
that enable a single vision system to locate product coordinates as well as inspect markings, removing the need for secondary vision and indexing. According to the company, this
removes the need for a dedicated PLC while significantly reducing overhead, processing steps and machine cycle time.

For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-402

For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-403
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Handheld dual-laser infrared
thermometer

Anti-sulfur current sense
resistor

OMEGA Engineering’s
(Norwalk, CT) new OS758-LS
handheld dual-laser infrared
thermometer delivers reliable
non-contact measurement for instant troubleshooting. The device measures temperatures up to 1600°C (2912°F) with adjustable emissivity for the most accurate
results. The high 60:1 D:S ratio allows precise measurements from a safe distance.
Featuring a rugged design, the OS758-LS
is suitable for various uses including equipment and electrical maintenance, automotive diagnostics, monitoring production
lines, and HVAC system testing. To operate, users can point, pull the trigger, and
view the surface temperature within a second, the company claims. Users can download and save the detailed data for documentation with the included accessories.

The SR73-RT lowresistance anti-sulfuration chip resistor
from KOA Speer
Electronics (Bradford,
PA) is designed for
use in harsh environments with a high
level of sulfur contamination. The resistors
feature anti-sulfuration characteristics due
to the use of a special high sulfurationproof inner top electrode material.
Delivering low resistance values of 0.43Ω
up to 10Ω, SR73-RT current sense resistors are available in a range of sizes from
0603 up to 1210 in ±1%, ±2% and ±5% tolerances. The AEC-Q200 qualified resistors
are suitable for use in mining, agricultural,
winery and oil rich environments as well
as automotive electronics and factory
automation.

The MicroTRICOR TCM-100
Coriolis mass flow meter
from AW-Lake Company
(Oak Creek, WI) is the
smallest TRICOR Coriolis
meter designed for the accurate measurement of very low flow rates. It is suitable
for dosing, blending and batching in applications such as chemical injection, precision painting and coating applications,
and batch processing associated with liquid or gas handling and dispensing. The
new multivariable instrument reports
mass flow, density, concentration, temperature, and volumetric flow in one device. Without any moving parts such as
gears that require maintenance or can
corrode and fail, the TCM-100 Coriolis
Mass Flow Meter uses smooth tubes
through which material flows at rates as
low as 5 cc/min (300 g/hr, 0.001 gal/min).

For more information,
visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-404

For more information,
visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-406

For more information,
visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-405

Mass flow meter

XEL6030 Power Inductors for

High Switching Frequencies
Extremely low DCR ... and ultra-low AC losses
Eight inductance values ... from 0.15 to 3.3 μH
Optimized for high frequencies ... up to 5+ MHz
Superior current handling ... up to 45.0 Amps
Soft saturation ... withstands high current spikes

Compact footprint: 6.36 x 6.56 mm

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Request Free Samples @ coilcraft.com

Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/65851-650
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Web server module
The Sinamics V20 Smart Access web
server module from Siemens (Elk Grove
Village, IL) is designed to mount directly onto the drive, transforming a
mobile device or laptop into a virtual

operator panel for drive control. By providing a wi-fi hot spot, the wireless connection on this module facilitates setup,
programming, commissioning, production monitoring and maintenance on a

LEARN  COLLABORATE  EXPERIENCE

Visit NASF SUR/FIN® for three days of conference
sessions, exhibits and networking opportunities beginning
on Monday, June 19. Sessions begin at 8:30 AM.

MORE THAN 80 PRESENTATIONS
OFFERED IN 14 SESSIONS
AUTOMOTIVE KEYNOTE

Monday, June 19
J. Scot Sharland,
Automotive Industry Action Group

AUTOMOTIVE CONFERENCE SESSIONS




Automotive I: High Performance Zinc Alloy Systems
Automotive II: Decorative Systems to
Meet OEM Demands

COMPLIMENTARY SESSIONS





Sustainability Summit
Nadcap Session
Surface Finishing Bootcamp

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
 Welcome Reception on the Show Floor
 Show Floor Lunches
 Industry Night at the College Football Hall of Fame

variety of machines and production
equipment. According to Siemens, a
simple, embedded graphical user interface enables easy use of the Sinamics
V20 in every phase of operation. It can
be individually adapted to the particular
application or user requirements using
various options—for example, an external BOP, connecting cable, filter, braking
resistors, or shielding.
For more information,
visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-407

Mobile combustion analysis
With Kistler’s (Amherst, NY) KiBox, information about combustion, injection
valve actuation and ignition can be reliably captured, processed and viewed in
the familiar INCA environment, among
others. Specifically designed for onboard
or test bench use, Kistler’s compact
KiBox complements its product portfolio
for engine combustion analysis. The new
KiBox Cockpit V3.0 can be extended to
16 channels with the help of two cascaded boxes, therefore, according to
Kistler, it is even better prepared to handle test bench applications. Another
benefit: users themselves can program
real-time calculations based on their
own algorithms, so they can protect their
know-how. A driver update also makes
the KiBox Cockpit V3.0 compatible with
the most recent INCA version (7.2).
For more information,
visit http://info.hotims.com/65851-408

JUNE 19–21, 2017  ATLANTA, GA
GEORGIA WORLD CONGRESS CENTER
VISIT NASFSTRĂNEOM
FOR THE FULL SCHEDULE
Sponsored in part by:
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WEBINARS
ENHANCED TAILPIPE, MATERIAL EMISSION,
AND LEAK ANALYSIS WITH SIFT-MS
Available on Demand until May 3, 2018

Regulators and consumers are demanding lower levels of gaseous emissions. Emission compositions vary
widely between sources, but frequently consist of both volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and inorganic
gases. This Webinar introduces Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometry, or SIFT-MS, an innovative and
industry-proven analytical technique that directly and instantly analyzes air down to part-per-trillion (ppt)
concentrations, and describes its various applications.

Sponsored by:

Hosted by:

For additional details and to register visit: www.sae.org/webcasts

ENGINEERING PLASTICS DEVELOPMENT
FOR NEW MARKET DEMANDS
Available on Demand until May 4, 2018

This 30-minute Webinar on engineering plastics examines new measurable sustainable solutions, including
polyamide-based products, that are meeting customer and market demands. The program focuses on
automotive design and the implementation of value-added solutions for weight and cost savings relative to
metal replacement, high temperature and chemically resistant nylon applications.

Sponsored by:

Hosted by:

For additional details and to register visit: www.sae.org/webcasts

TRANSMISSION SOLUTIONS TO OPTIMIZE
FUTURE POWERTRAIN EFFICIENCY
Thursday, May 11, 2017 at 2:00 pm U.S. EDT

This 30-minute Webinar explores an innovative technology that delivers a continuously variable transmission
(CVT) without the traditional limitations. Eliminating the belts and pulleys used in conventional CVTs, the
technology features a unique planetary coaxial configuration that enables more than 300 transmission
configuration possibilities, improving fuel economy by 5-10 percent.

Sponsored by:

Hosted by:

For additional details and to register visit: www.sae.org/webcasts
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ALTAIR ENGINEERING, INC.
1820 E Big Beaver Rd.
Troy, MI 48083
Phone: 248-614-2400
E-mail: info@altair.com
www.altair.com

Company Description
Altair is focused on the development and broad application
of simulation technology to synthesize and optimize designs,
processes and decisions for improved business performance.
We help companies increase their Innovation Intelligence
by radically changing the way they design products and
make decisions. We do this through development and application of simulation and optimization technologies leveraging high-performance computing and cloud resources.
Altair’s simulation software suite, HyperWorks®, is the
broadest, most comprehensive CAE platform in the industry,
with solutions for modeling and visualization, all types of
physics simulation, and optimization.
But we are not just another software company. Altair
began life as a product design service company and the
knowledge of real world product development and understanding of manufacturing processes has never been lost.
We have hundreds of engineers worldwide helping customers apply our technology to solve their problems.

Products/Services Offered
HyperWorks is the most comprehensive open-architecture
simulation platform, offering technologies to design and
optimize high performance, efficient and innovative products. HyperWorks includes modeling, analysis and optimization for structures, fluids, multi-body dynamics, electromagnetics and antenna placement, model-based development, and multiphysics. Users have full access to a wide
suite of design, engineering, visualization, and data management solutions from Altair and its technology partners.
solidThinking® employs a relentless focus on delivering
innovative technology with a streamlined user experience.
Its tools empower users and organizations to make informed decisions and design, engineer, manufacture, and
deliver amazing products to market faster than ever before.
solidThinking’s tools are sold and supported through a global network of industry and domain experts. solidThinking is
a wholly owned subsidiary of Altair where its products are
also available through the Altair HyperWorks suite.

www.altair.com/automotive/
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ARCELORMITTAL
1 South Dearborn Street, 18th Floor
Chicago, IL 60603
Phone: 800-422-9422
E-mail: automotiveNA@arcelormittal.com
automotive.arcelormittal.com

Company Description
ArcelorMittal is the world’s leading steel and mining company, with approximately 199,000 employees spanning 60
countries. We are the leading supplier of quality steel
products in all major global steel markets, including automotive, construction, household appliances and packaging.
ArcelorMittal is recognized as the supplier of choice for
auto manufacturers, a testament of our commitment to
working collaboratively with the customer to engineer advanced steel grades to meet their automotive needs.

Products/Services Offered
With a strong presence in North America, Europe, South
America and South Africa, and an emerging presence in
China, ArcelorMittal is the only automotive steel producer
with a worldwide presence, delivering a large scale of advanced high-strength steel products, solutions and services to automotive customers with the same quality focus
in all regions.
S-in motion® is ArcelorMittal’s set of commercially available steel solutions for car makers who wish to create
lighter, safer and more environmentally friendly vehicles.
The project demonstrates ArcelorMittal’s ongoing commitment to the automotive sector with a catalogue of steel
parts and solutions that can be used to help reduce vehicle
weight while maintaining crash safety, all with no cost increase to customers.

automotive.arcelormittal.com
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ATLAS MATERIAL TESTING TECHNOLOGY LLC
1500 Bishop Court
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
Phone: 773-327-4520
Fax: 773-327-5787
E-mail: atlas.info@ametek.com
www.atlas-mts.com

Company Description
For more than 100 years, Atlas has pioneered innovations
in the way companies test the durability of their products.
From our first instrument in 1915 — the Solar
Determinator — which simulated the fading effect the sun
has on fabric, to today’s comprehensive network of weathering testing instruments and services, our focus has remained the same: “Providing our customers with sophisticated technology and advanced testing solutions to determine how long their products will last. As a result, they can
reach their ultimate goals: a quality product, a competitive
edge, a faster time to market.”
Atlas’ corporate headquarters and manufacturing facility for its internationally accepted Weather-Ometer®,
Xenotest® and SUNTEST® line of test instruments is located in Mount Prospect, Illinois, USA. With Atlas’ combined experience and expertise in weathering instruments and testing, our clients receive assistance in all
areas related to natural and laboratory weathering and
material testing solutions.

Products/Services Offered
Atlas is excited to announce its next generation
instrument in xenon-arc
weathering testing — the
Ci4400 Weather-Ometer®.
This water-cooled, rotating-rack instrument combines Atlas’ latest industry-leading innovative
technology and user convenience with the scientific sophistication of
Atlas’ 100 years of weathering expertise.
The Ci4400 replaces
Atlas’ popular Ci4000
model. According to
Atlas Product Manager
Matt McGreer, “The
Ci4400 represents years
of market research, customer feedback and engineering innovation. In developing the Ci4400, our goal
was to incorporate several new features and improvements over the Ci4000. The Ci4400 offers a new industrial design, while providing test results consistent with
our legacy instruments.”
The Ci4400 meets or exceeds all common weathering
test standards. The instrument has an assortment of common pre-programmed test methods as well as custom
test slots.

www.atlas-mts.com
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Products/Services Offered

COMSOL, INC.
100 District Ave.
Burlington, MA 01803
Phone: 781-273-3322
Fax: 781-273-6603
E-mail: info@comsol.com
www.comsol.com

Company Description
COMSOL is a global provider of simulation software for
product design and research to technical enterprises, research labs, and universities. Its COMSOL Multiphysics®
product is an integrated software environment for creating
physics-based models and simulation apps. A particular
strength is its ability to account for coupled or multiphysics phenomena. Add-on products expand the simulation
platform for electrical, mechanical, acoustic, fluid flow,
heat transfer, and chemical applications. Interfacing tools
enable the integration of COMSOL Multiphysics® simulations with all major technical computing and CAD tools on
the CAE market. Simulation experts rely on the COMSOL
Server™ product to deploy apps to their design teams,
manufacturing departments, test laboratories, and customers throughout the world.

We at COMSOL realize that designing great products is a
company-wide challenge. Therefore, we are leading the
democratization of simulation efforts by providing engineers from various fields with the software tools to collaborate and simultaneously optimize a design based on
geometrical dimensions, material properties, and external
conditions while including all relevant physics in the mix.
Developed specifically for solving multiphysics problems,
our software is uniquely positioned to address these complex design challenges. That is why our suite of products
includes the Application Builder in COMSOL Multiphysics®
and COMSOL Server™. The Application Builder provides
design teams with tools to turn detailed multiphysics models into easy-to-use apps. COMSOL Server™ further allows
worldwide deployment of these apps by hosting them locally and making them readily accessible through the latest web technology. The adoption of simulation apps
makes the workflow streamlined and inclusive. With simulation apps, you do not have to be an expert in numerical
simulation to suggest a design iteration based on highfidelity multiphysics simulation results.

Model of an absorptive muffler in COMSOL
Multiphysics®. The designer may change the geometric
design of the muffler, the ambient temperature and
pressure, and material properties in order to evaluate
the resulting acoustic behavior.

Simulation app for the design of a
capacitive touchscreen. The app can
be run in a web browser, on a desktop,
tablet, or smartphone, by connecting to
a local installation of COMSOL Server™.
The user can control the position and
orientation of a finger pressing the
touchscreen, and then compute the
capacitance matrix.

www.comsol.com
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GERDAU SPECIAL STEEL
5591 Morrill Road
Jackson, MI 49201
Phone: 800-876-7833
Fax: 517-782-8736
E-mail: gsnsales@gerdau.com
www.gerdau.com/northamerica

Company Description
Gerdau history dates back to 1901 when it started as a nail
factory in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Today Gerdau is the leading
producer of long steel in the Americas, and one of the
largest suppliers of special long steel in the world.
Additionally, Gerdau is the largest supplier of special bar
quality steel to the automotive industry.

To be the global supplier of choice in special steels, Gerdau
focuses in four key areas: quality of products and services,
proximity to customers, product development and world-class
operations. Research and Development is core to Gerdau
Special Steel’s strategy. Gerdau has one of the largest R&D
centers in the sector, and its technological developments offer
optimization of products and process. Gerdau has projects
and partnerships with research centers, universities and companies from Europe, North America, Asia and South America.
Gerdau’s North American special steel division is headquartered in Jackson, Michigan and has steel manufacturing plants in Jackson and Monroe, Michigan and Fort
Smith, Arkansas. An additional heat treating facility is located in Huntington, Indiana.

Products/Services Offered
Gerdau produces a full range of SBQ bars from 5/8" to
6-1/16" diameter and long lengths ranging from 15' to 40',
and in some locations up to 60'. We have a highly trained
team that delivers solutions for the most demanding endproduct requirements. In today’s steelmaking business, the
importance of clean steels has grown significantly due to
increasing market demands. The need for lightweight design and parts with increased performance is more important than ever. Bearing steels are a clear example and this
has been extended to other applications like gears, pinions, and shafts in regular SBQ steels.
Gerdau’s Research & Development team has recently tailored the steelmaking process to produce high quality bearing
steels in a continuous billet caster. New production practices
have been developed to reduce the size and frequency of inclusions and improvements have been validated using the
latest test techniques. As a result, Gerdau’s new 210 mm continuous billet caster can produce steel with cleanliness comparable to that of a continuous cast bloom and at lower costs.

www.gerdau.com/northamerica
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OMRON AUTOMATION
2895 Greenspoint Parkway, Suite 200
Hoffman Estates, IL 60169
Phone: 800-556-6766
E-mail: omroninfo@omron.com
www.omron247.com

Company Description
Omron Corporation is a global leader in the field of automation based on its core technology of sensing and control. Omron’s businesses cover a broad spectrum, ranging
from industrial automation and electronic components to
automotive electronic components, social infrastructure
systems, healthcare, and environmental solutions.
Established in 1933, Omron provides products and services
in more than 110 countries.
Omron Automation is a global automation partner that
creates, manufactures and services fully integrated automation solutions that include controls, vision, safety, motion, and robotics for the automotive, semiconductor,
food & beverage, packaging, pharmaceutical, and infrastructure industries.
With over 80 years of industry experience and currently
headed by President Yoshihito Yamada, Omron helps businesses worldwide creatively solve problems with support
from more than 38,000 employees providing products and
services in more than 210 locations worldwide. Learn more
at omron247.com.

Products/Services Offered
Benefit from Omron’s experience, technology and expertise. We understand automation, applications and safety.
Whether you’re looking to protect your people, find an
answer to a technical question, train your team, or service
a product, we are there to help. Leverage our global presence, industry leading technology and experienced service
experts to solve your toughest challenges.
Omron Automation is a trusted world leader in automation and safety solutions. Our unique mix of general purpose and application specific solutions is coupled with a
global footprint not found with our competitors. We are
renowned for unmatched quality, innovation, reliability,
and long-term stability.
From vehicle components to vehicle assembly, Omron’s
portfolio includes Control, Vision, Safety, Motion, and
Robotic solutions to meet the most demanding automotive manufacturing environments.

www.omron247.com
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PICKERING INTERFACES, INC.
2900 NW Vine St.
Grants Pass, OR 97526
Phone: 781-897-1710
Fax: 541-471-8828
E-mail: ussales@pickeringtest.com
www.pickeringtest.com

Company Description
Pickering
Interfaces is a
leader in designing and manufacturing modular
signal switching
and sensor simulation for use in
automotive electronic test and verification. We offer the largest range of
switching and simulation products in the industry for PXI,
LXI (Ethernet) and PCI applications.
At Pickering, we understand that the complexity of electronic subassemblies in the automotive market is increasing rapidly, making your job of testing these subassemblies
very challenging. Since 1988, we have developed commercial switching systems and sensor simulation for automotive test applications ranging from simple body controllers
to active safety and infotainment systems to help you address these challenges.
Along with the automotive electronics industry, we also
serve aerospace & defense, energy, industrial, medical and
semiconductor industries. Pickering operates with direct
operations in the US, UK, Germany, Sweden, France, Czech
Republic and China and additional representation in countries throughout Asia, Europe and the Americas.

Products/Services Offered
Pickering’s capabilities and expertise are the reasons why
major automotive companies specify our PXI, PCI and LXI
products for automotive functional test. We have developed switching and simulation modules optimized for applications including ECU testing, Hardware-in-the-Loop
Simulation (HILS), sensor and strain gauge simulation, environmental testing, signal conditioning, RF & microwave,
switch simulation, electrical vehicle battery management
systems test and automotive load management. Can’t find
a solution you need, challenge us to develop a custom solution to meet your test & measurement requirements.
Pickering has extensive experience with
many different automotive applications, including ABS brake,
dashboard testing,
transmission control,
body controllers, airbag
squibs, engine management units, BMS testing
and many others.
With our technology
and expertise in automotive test, we have
your automotive test
needs covered.
Considering the broad
range of switching and
simulation products in
our catalog, it is no
wonder most major
automotive electronics
manufacturers specify
Pickering.

www.pickeringtest.com
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PROTO LABS
5540 Pioneer Creek Drive
Maple Plain, MN 55359
Phone: 763-479-3680
Fax: 763-479-2679
E-mail: customerservice@protolabs.com
www.protolabs.com

Company Description
Proto Labs is a technology-enabled company committed
to being a quick-turn manufacturing solution and an enabler of great ideas. We have three distinct manufacturing services that address the needs of engineers and designers around the world. Our proprietary software and
automated manufacturing processes allow for rapid prototyping and on-demand production of plastic, metal,
and liquid silicone rubber parts through 3D printing, CNC
machining, and injection molding.
Product developers can upload their 3D CAD model
online and receive an interactive quote with free design
analysis and real-time pricing information within hours.
The manufacturability analysis helps customers improve
their design by identifying any potential manufacturing challenges before the design reaches
factory floor. The process
enables designers and
engineers to avoid product development speed
bumps so they can get
their product to market
as fast as possible.

Products/Services Offered
3D Printing
Proto Labs employs industrial 3D printing technologies to
meet a wide array of customer needs throughout the product development cycle. 3D printing, or additive manufacturing, builds parts layer by layer, which enables the manufacturing of complex geometries. Our 3D printing service includes four processes: stereolithography, selective laser sintering, PolyJet, and direct metal laser sintering.
CNC Machining
We use 3-axis milling, 5-axis indexed milling, and turning
to machine parts from engineering-grade plastics and
metals. CNC machining is well suited for both prototype
and production parts in quantities of less than 200. Get
machined parts for functional testing, cylindrical components, jigs and fixtures, and any one-off needs.
Injection Molding
Our rapid injection
molding is used for
quick-turn prototyping,
bridge tooling, and
on-demand production
of up to 10,000+ parts
in 15 days or less.
Customers can select
from more than 100
thermoplastics resins
as well as liquid silicone
rubber for plastic parts.

www.protolabs.com
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SAPA EXTRUSION NORTH AMERICA
6250 N River Road, Ste 5000
Rosemont, IL 60018
Phone: 877-710-7272
E-mail: NorthAmerica.Sales@sapagroup.com
www.sapagroup.com

Company Description
Sapa AS is the world leader in aluminum extrusion, with
over 50 years of applied and scientific expertise in aluminum. We offer everything from extruded aluminum to education in aluminum and design, manufacturing, fabrication,
surface treatment and finishing.
With so many years of experience, at the heart of our
offering lies our knowledge of aluminum and manufacturing processes. We use our expertise to find the best possible solution for our customers, every time.
Material and process research as well as application development add value for our customers. We offer this support
for design and product development work, utilizing researchers and development teams from our centers in the United
States, Sweden, China, Denmark, France, Germany and
Norway. Several of these centers are specialized according to
industry, including an automotive center in Troy, Michigan.

Products/Services Offered
Sapa designs and manufactures aluminum components for
both passenger cars and commercial vehicles. We serve as
consulting engineers and as a manufacturing partner, utilizing aluminum extrusion technology in structural and heat
transfer applications. The aim is to shed weight, thereby
boosting fuel economy and reducing carbon emissions, and
to design for disassembly. Sapa works with OEMs and toptier suppliers in North America, Europe, and Asia.

www.sapagroup.com
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SHILOH INDUSTRIES, INC.
880 Steel Drive
Valley City, OH 44280
Phone: 330-558-2600
Fax: 330-558-2670
E-mail: sales@shiloh.com
www.shiloh.com

shiloh.com

Company Description
Shiloh Industries is a global innovative solutions provider
focusing on lightweighting technologies that provide environmental and safety benefits to the mobility market.
Unique in the lightweighting arena, Shiloh’s multi-component, multi-material solutions within body structure,
chassis and powertrain systems, leverage one of the
broadest portfolios in the industry.
Our expertise in aluminum, magnesium, conventional
steel and advanced high-strength steels allows us to design and customize lightweight multi-material solutions
without compromising safety or performance.
Shiloh has over 3,600 dedicated employees as part of our
global network of manufacturing operations, sales and technical centers throughout Asia, Europe and North America.

Products/Services Offered
Shiloh offers a vast array of advanced lightweight solutions, with key product offerings:
BODY SYSTEMS
• Closures – Door and liftgate inners, dash panels
• Interiors – Seating structures, backs, rails and components
• Structures – Cross car beams
CHASSIS SYSTEMS
• Driveline – Beam and IRS axle housings
• Frame & Suspension – Frame rails, cross-members, links
& nodes and shock towers
POWERTRAIN SYSTEMS
• Engine – Crank case reservoirs, covers and pans
• Exhaust – Baffles and cones
• Transmission – Gears, planetary carriers, housings, covers
and pans
Our leading technologies are a result of our comprehensive vertical integration and process expertise. Our solutions are comprised of engineered materials through alloy
development, laser-welding and a range of ShilohCore
acoustic laminates. Finished components and systems are
produced through advanced techniques in die casting and
precision machining, complex stamping and assemblies,
and through leading joining techniques.
Our pursuit of Lightweighting without Compromise® and
our industry-leading breadth of capabilities uniquely qualifies
us to help find your next lightweight solution that delivers a
competitive advantage that no other company can deliver.

www.shiloh.com
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TECHNO POLYMER AMERICA, INC.
5405 DuPont Circle, Suite E
Milford, OH 45150
Phone: (NA HQ, Milford, Ohio) 513-248-2033
(Detroit Office) 734-953-2404
http://www.techpo.co.jp/en/home/

Company Description
Techno Polymer is a global company providing leadingedge ABS and ABS alloys in a wide range of grades to
meet the market’s various automotive interior and exterior
applications. Techno Polymer’s multi-functional ABS and
ABS alloy resins are compounded in North America, and
the company has sales and technical support offices in
Livonia, MI and Milford, OH.

Products/Services Offered
Techno Polymer’s HUSHLLOY™ resin reduces NVH and cost.
HUSHLLOY™ contains a special polymer that significantly reduces the stick-slip tendency, minimizing the risk of squeaky
noises. Unlike other additive-type materials, the polymer does not bleed out over
time, providing long-lasting effectiveness.
HUSHLLOY™ demonstrates excellent
anti-squeak performance in combination with a variety of materials such as:
PC, ABS, PMMA and HUSHLLOY™ itself.
HUSHLLOY™ has resulted in major cost
reductions for OEMs through elimination of felts, tapes and lubricants often
used to guard against interior vehicle
squeak noise.

www.techpo.co.jp/en/home/
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Products/Services Offered
Coilcraft offers a broad selection of products engineered
to withstand extreme heat and cold. These include RF chip
inductors, surface mount and leaded power inductors,
coupled power inductors, current transformers, Flyback
transformers, planar transformers, Class-D inductors, RFID
transponder coils, broadband chokes and EMI filters. Most
of these parts have ambient temperature ratings of
+140°C, +125°C or +85°C and meet the stringent quality
standards of AEC-Q200, making them suitable for use in
harsh automotive environments.

COILCRAFT, INC.
1102 Silver Lake Road
Cary, IL 60013
Phone: 847-639-6400
Fax: 847-639-1469
E-mail: sales@coilcraft.com
www.coilcraft.com

Company Description
Coilcraft offers a wide range of off-the-shelf products and
custom engineered solutions to meet the automotive industry’s need for high reliability, high volume magnetics.
We are one of the world’s largest manufacturers of coils
and transformers for RF, power, EMI and sensing applications. Our global technical support and engineering centers help you select the best solution from our extensive
catalog of standard parts or work with you to develop,
prototype and qualify a custom design.
Redundant manufacturing capabilities around the globe,
along with our well tuned logistics capabilities assure you
of a steady parts supply and quick response to changing
market demands.

http://www.coilcraft.com/AEC

Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/65851-640
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into customers’ existing tool chains so their engineers can
be up and running quickly with a future-proof system that
does not tie them to any one supplier.
Cruden’s lineup of off-the-shelf, open-architecture driving simulators delivers all of the above in a compact, affordable package that allows customers to use their own
vehicle model.

CRUDEN
Pedro de Medinalaan 25
1086 XP Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 20 707 4668
E-mail: info@cruden.com
www.cruden.com

Products/Services Offered

Company Description
Cruden is the world’s leading designer, manufacturer and integrator of
professional open-architecture driving
simulators for the automotive, motorsport and marine industries.
Many automotive OEMs and research
institutions rely on Cruden simulators
as an engineering tool for vehicle dynamics, autonomous driving, ride &
comfort, driver training, HMI, ADAS,
NVH and audio development and testing. Cruden’s driver-in-the-loop (DIL) simulators and
Panthera Simulator Software Suite are designed to slot
56 May 2017
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Cruden supplies flexible, durable, high
performing real-time simulators and
their modular components: hardware,
software, vehicle models and content
(LIDAR-based roads and tracks), as
well as on- and off-board projection
systems. Their features allow:
• Easy integration of vehicle modeling
packages (from VI-grade, IPG,
CarSim, VeDyna, SIMPACK, dSPACE
ASM, AVL ASM, Dymola, etc.)
• Customizable motion-cueing
algorithms
• Own hardware integration

www.cruden.com
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HENKEL
32100 Stephenson Hwy
Madison Heights, MI 48307
Phone: 248-583-9300
Fax: 248-588-0486
E-mail: carrie.mcguire@henkel.com
www.na.henkel-adhesives.com

Company Description
Henkel is the market leader in adhesives, sealants and
surface technologies to the transportation industry.
Backed by extensive design capabilities, a broad product
range, specific application knowledge and technical expertise,
the company delivers solutions to all segments of automotive
development. Through powerful brands like LOCTITE®,
BONDERITE® and TEROSON®, Henkel provides significant economic and environmental advantages for today’s vehicles.

Products/Services Offered

providing lightweighting solutions for all segments of
automotive development.
Henkel’s high-performance adhesives replace conventional joining techniques, increasing safety, simplifying
production operations and enabling low-energy surfaces
to bond together.
Lighter weight materials require increased stiffness and
enhanced sound quality — Henkel’s acoustic technology and
structural adhesives
meet these needs.
Henkel’s sealing
and coating technologies prevent air,
moisture and noise from entering the vehicle body, while
reducing vehicle weight.
Henkel’s surface technology effectively coats mixed metal
substrates throughout the vehicle, eliminating process steps
and enabling different materials to be treated at the same time.
Our best-in-class lubricant and cleaning solutions are
available for a wide variety of application areas and meet
the requirements of multi-metals.

Henkel is the market leader in adhesives, sealants and
surface technologies to the transportation industry,

www.na.henkel-adhesives.com
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LUNA INNOVATIONS INCORPORATED
301 1st Street, SW, Suite 200
Roanoke, VA 24011
Phone: 540-769-8400
Fax: 540-769-8401
Email: woodya@lunainc.com
www.lunainc.com

Products/Services Offered

Company Description
Luna is a leader in optical technology, providing distributed fiber optic sensing for the automotive and aerospace
industries and high-speed optoelectronics and high-performance test products for the telecommunications industry. We’re organized into two business segments that turn
ideas into products: Technology Development segment;
Products and Licensing segment.

Target Market(s)
• Automotive
• Aerospace

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Luna’s ODiSI platform positions us as a leader in high definition fiber optic strain and temperature sensing. This
award-winning measurement system provides millimeter
resolution, uses easy-to-install sensors, resulting in a lower
overall total cost of ownership than traditional strain and
temperature measurement techniques.
The ODiSI is a new tool in your tool box that provides
continuous sensing measurements: Ideal for measuring
areas with high strain or temperature gradients or sensing
areas difficult to instrument with traditional strain and
measurement systems. The technology provides exceptional value to the automotive and aerospace industries as
they transition to lightweight composite structures.

• Energy
• Civil/Industrial

Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/65851-643

www.lunainc.com
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Products/Services Offered
SimuQuest provides model-based design services and
training as well as a suite of products to enable light-speed
innovation for everything from prototyping to the most
safety-critical applications:
UniPhi for collaborative, centralized management of development data and interfaces.
QuantiPhi for micro configuration and driver generation.
Production quality code in minutes.
Enginuity for real-time engine
simulation and control design.
Each SimuQuest product has
been developed to solve a real
need in the model-based development process. The fact that
they work together so well is
icing on the cake.

SIMUQUEST, INC.
35 Research Dr., Suite 400
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
Phone: 734-585-7424
E-mail: info@simuquest.com
www.simuquest.com

Company Description
SimuQuest is the leading provider of a new class of tools to
enable agile, model-based development. Intelligent, easy-touse tools offer real-time validation, centralized management,
easy collaboration, rule checking, error free integration, seamless Simulink integration and
more. What does this mean?
Easily embrace change. Rapid,
iterative development. A competitive advantage.

www.simuquest.com
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/65851-644
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Products/Services Offered

SMALLEY
555 Oakwood Road
Lake Zurich, IL 60047
Phone: 847-719-5900
Fax: 847-719-5999
E-mail: info@smalley.com
www.smalley.com

Company Description

Smalley prides itself on providing more than just a part number. Whether you need space saving Wave Springs or precision Retaining Rings, our engineers work directly with you to
determine what product meets your application requirements. Smalley Wave springs reduce spring heights by up to
50% compared to conventional springs. When using a
Retaining Ring, engineers choose Smalley’s Spirolox® Rings
because they have No-Ears-to-Interfere™ in an assembly and
can fit stamped ring grooves. Standard or Custom: Smalley
engineers will provide you with the right part, in the right
material, for your application, with No-Tooling-Charges™.

Smalley is the exclusive manufacturer of the industryleading Spirolox® Retaining Rings and the originator of
Crest-to-Crest® Wave Springs. Smalley is an industry
leader in steel ring and spring customization due to our
ability to control the design and manufacturing process
from the production of raw materials to the finished
product. With locations globally, we are certified to ISO
9001, ISO/TS 16949, AS 9100 and ISO 14001. Smalley offers customers unprecedented service and quality. We
welcome your comments and your design challenges.
Smalley is committed to being your preferred source for
retaining rings and wave springs.
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Target Market(s)

ZIERICK MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
131 Radio Circle
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
Phone: 914-666-2911
Fax: 914-666-0216
E-mail: contactus@zierick.com
www.zierick.com

Company Description
Zierick Manufacturing Corporation has been in business for
over 95 years and is a leading source of solutions for complex interconnection
requirements and problems. From standard
products to our custom
solutions, Zierick has
created products utilizing various technologies
which have become the
industry standard and
continue to shape the
future of the industry.

HVAC, Automotive, Solid State Lighting, Industrial
Controls, Medical, Solar, Metering, Appliances and Sensors

Products/Services Offered
Zierick offers solutions for interconnect applications from
product design to production floor.
• Wire-to-Board
• Board-to-Board
• Surface Mount
• Thru-Hole
• Interconnect Hardware
• Assembly Equipment
Our US based experts can also offer custom stamping solutions
to fit your needs.
In addition, all phases
of production are done
in our ISO Certified
New York facility.

www.zierick.com
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SAE INTERNATIONAL

NEW

SAE CAREER
COUNSELOR SERIES
Concise, effective training videos focused
on your career needs:
• Time Management
• Goal Setting Strategies
• Communication Strategies
• Generations in the Workplace
• And more…

View the episodes at
go.sae.org/careercounselor.html
P1624864
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WHAT’S

ONLINE
NEW YORK AUTO SHOW 2017 COVERAGE

Ford to make pursuit-rated HEV police car in 2018
Ford plans to further expand its
role in the police-vehicle market
with the availability of a new
model in 2018: the Police
Responder Hybrid, a sedan
based on the standard Fusion
Hybrid that Ford says not only
should save police departments
significant fuel cost but also is
the first-ever hybrid model to
earn a “pursuit” rating.
Police departments using the new
Police Responder Hybrid could reap fuel
savings of nearly $3,900 annually based
on a police duty-cycle formula that reckons a typical vehicle idles more than
60% of the time it’s operating during
about 20,000 miles of annual service.
“Operating costs are a big deal,” said

Joe Hinrichs, Ford president for the
Americas, at a New York unveiling of
the Police Responder Hybrid prior to
the New York auto show.
The Police Responder Hybrid counts
as one of the 13 new electrified vehicles
Ford has famously promised to add to
its global lineup in the next five years.
Read more at articles.sae.org/15368/.

WHAT’S NEW

WCX17 COVERAGE
Former Transportation
Secretary warns
against potential
CAFE pullback

Anthony Foxx, former U.S. Secretary of
Transportation, told an audience at
April’s SAE WCX17 conference that regressing from the current Corporate
Average Fuel Economy regulations, adopted by the Obama Administration in
2012, would be a mistake for the auto
industry.
The administration of President Trump
has indicated it is willing to entertain a
rollback of the Environmental Protection
Agency standards that call for automakers to achieve a fleetwide fuel efficiency
of 54.5 mpg (4.3 L/100 km) by 2025.
Through recent lobbying initiatives,
many automakers in turn have called for
a review of the regulations.

VW I.D. CROZZ makes world debut
at Auto Shanghai 2017
Possibly one of the most significant
vehicle concepts to come out of Auto
Shanghai 2017 was courtesy of
Volkswagen with the introduction of
the I.D. CROZZ concept—the company’s
first electrically powered crossover utility vehicle (CUV) based off the new
Modular Electric Drive Matrix (MEB)
platform. VW says it is developing a
new range of electric vehicles that will
start full production in 2020.

A four-door coupe and sport utility
vehicle (SUV) in one, the I.D. CROZZ is
the third version of the I.D. family from
the automaker, which follows the debuts of the I.D. at the 2016 Paris auto
show and I.D. BUZZ in Detroit in 2017.
Volkswagen’s aim is to transfer electric drive systems from startup niche to
high-volume production by the middle
of the next decade.
Read more at articles.sae.org/15385/.

But “backing away from some of the
future fuel-efficiency standards is a setback,” Foxx asserted, saying that he
hopes a pending federal review of the
standards will result in continuing with
the aggressive goal, “not pulling back.”
Read more at articles.sae.org/15354/.
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NEW LOOK. NEW LOCATION.
NEW OPPORTUNITIES.

COMVEC 17
ON-HIGHWAY | OFF-HIGHWAY | DEFENSE
September 18–20, 2017
Crowne Plaza Chicago
O’Hare Hotel & Conference Center
Rosemont, Illinois, USA

ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP: CREATING
CUSTOMER VALUE IN A CHANGING WORLD

Experience the new and improved COMVEC 17. This year’s event features
expanded programing, and networking opportunities for experts and young
professionals alike. Gain full mix and match access to three key symposia:
– Data Driven Decisions in Industry
– Efficiency Improvements for Commercial Vehicles
– Aerodynamics
Discover the latest supply chain innovations from around the globe. Participate
in interactive panel discussions, experience the dynamic technical displays, and
connect with industry leaders.
Find out what’s in store for the commercial vehicle industry.

Register now — sae.org/comvec

— Thomas Stover, Executive Chair
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/65851-648

P1780275

“ COMVEC 17 is the destination for
commercial vehicle professionals
to demonstrate their expertise,
exercise their leadership, and
become a part of curating the future
of our industry. ”

READER
FEEDBACK

Fuel Cells or ‘Fool Sells?’
Honda’s new Clarity FCV
Your article on the new Honda fuel cell car [April] was very
informative and encouraging. The engineers have done a fantastic job in raising the specific output of the propulsion system
(stack) to where it could be confused with a small 3-cylinder
ICE! I worked as a design engineer on a
fuel cell APU program years ago and I wish
we had the technology that exists today.
With all the ways to produce hydrogen
and the existing infrastructure that could
be built out from industry, it appears that
FCVs finally have a viable future.
Rick Evans
Palmdale, CA
It’s amazing to me how many billions of
dollars, yen and euros the auto industry is
throwing into development of fuel cell vehicles. I’ve spent time in development of
pressure tanks for hydrogen which will never be cost-competitive with the $25 plastic
tanks that carry liquid hydrocarbon fuels in
today’s vehicles. That’s only one element of
a system that will continue to be a futurist’s
dream, as the cost of batteries and battery-EV charging systems
drops. As we used to say, “Fuel Cells or Fool Sells?’
Robert Sebasta
New Jeep Compass and GKN
Credit to Marchionne’s troops for developing a new Jeep
product on a global scale. The new Compass looks good and
has real off-road capability and decent fuel efficiency with the
clever GKN driveline. But their greatest achievement is engineering and producing a Jeep on multiple continents.
rzeppa78
Karl Ludvigsen
Thanks for the write-up on Karl Ludvigsen in your latest issue.
I had the pleasure of meeting Karl at the SAE Congress and
enjoyed his presentation on the Railton car. He is an extraordinary author; I have more than a dozen of his books including
the masterpiece on Porsche, Excellence Was Expected.
Getting to meet Karl was a highlight of the Congress for me.
James Dorrity
Toledo, OH
First titanium use in aircraft?
On page 40 of April 2017, Lindsay Brooke states that titanium
was used on an aircraft in 1952. Could I ask what aircraft was
involved? Any references available? I was a designer at
McDonnell Aircraft Co. (M.A.C.) in 1955 on the F-4 using titanium fasteners, I always thought we were the first.
Chuck Dohogne
62 May 2017

Brooke replies: In the 1944-47 period, Germany, the U.S., the
Soviets and British all were investigating Ti. There are references to the North American F-86 Sabre containing Ti; that
fighter became operational in 1949 but it appears Ti was added
to later (D) variants.
There is quite a bit of credible published info on the follow-on North
American F-100 Super Sabre being the
first aircraft to incorporate a large quantity of Ti in its initial design phase. The
F-100 prototype first flew in May 1953
and was the first U.S. fighter aircraft to
exceed Mach in level flight.
References include the books F-100
Super Sabre at War by Thomas E. Gardner,
pages 14-15; North American F-100 Super
Sabre by David A. Anderton, Osprey, 1987;
and a 1953 Popular Mechanics news item
on the F100. All of these can be found via
internet search. There also is reference to
Ti and the F-100 on the Boeing Historical
website: http://www.boeing.com/history/
products/f-100-super-sabre.page
It’s interesting to note that leading up to
series production of the F-100 in 1954, North American Aircraft
reportedly was consuming 80% of all the titanium produced in
the United States. This is a reason the F-100 program set new
records in fighter-aircraft cost. —LB

F-100D Super Sabre in USAF Thunderbirds service.

READERS: Let us know what you think about Automotive
Engineering magazine. Email the Editor at Lindsay.Brooke@
sae.org. We appreciate your comments and reserve the
right to edit for brevity.
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Q&A
It’s also about an inch shorter in height and about on par
[0.1 in wider] in terms of overall width. So, we lost a big slice
of that 400-pound total by making the vehicle more rightsized and compact, which is what the customer wanted. And
the move to two turbocharged four-cylinder engines, the
1.5-L and 2.0-L gas, replacing the old 2.4-L naturally aspirated engine, also helped our mass targets. We’re also using
an aluminum hood.

Mark Cieslak, chief engineer for the 2018 Chevrolet Equinox crossover
(image: Lindsay Brooke).

Engineering Chevy’s
lighter, stronger CUV
Chevrolet’s Equinox has become a serious profit-spinner for
General Motors, moving into second place in the automaker’s
global sales behind the Silverado pickup. The Equinox’s increasing success and the launch of the all-new 2018 model
come at a time when crossover utility vehicles are smokin’ hot
and show no signs of cooling. Everybody wants a CUV, it
seems: sales for the booming segment have more than doubled in the eight years since the second-generation Equinox
was launched for MY2010. According to AutoTrader analyst
Michele Krebs, the segment jumped from 10% of the market
in 2009 to 15% in 2016. “CUVs have become the new station
wagon for families,” Krebs noted.
Last fall, Chevrolet unveiled the 2018 Equinox at Chicago’s
Museum of Science and Industry, practically underneath the nose
of a World War II German Stuka dive bomber hanging in the museum’s aircraft hall. The type of plane had nothing to do with the
projected sales of the new CUV, of course, but we put Chief
Engineer Mark Cieslak (who shares his CE duties with the
Equinox’s GMC Terrain cousin) under the gun for a few questions.
Chevy is claiming a 400-pound mass reduction for the new
Equinox base model versus the incumbent model. How did
you achieve such a significant weight loss?
That weight-reduction is real. It was accomplished in a combination of ways. First, the vehicle is 4.7 in shorter overall than
the previous model and the wheelbase is reduced by 5.2 in.
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Greater use of high-strength steel alloys in this version?
The body is much stiffer. We upped the amount of advanced
high-strength steel, the dual-phase (800 megapascal alloy)
and multi-phase steels from 12% to 31%, a big increase. Use of
ultra-high-strength material, the martensite press-hardened
stuff, went up a little, to about 11%. That’s in the A- and
B-pillars. We also have it in a reinforcement near the front
foot-boxes to prevent the engine intruding into the passenger
compartment in a frontal crash. The front rails have a new
geometry for improved offset-impact absorption.
What else? We removed the rear-seat adjustment mechanism, which was pretty heavy, and we’ve significantly increased the total number of spot-welds and feet of structural
adhesives in the body.
Occupant safety was a real focus of our development team.
I’ve seen programs actually add mass into a structure, into the
chassis, in order to achieve a crash-pulse target. That’s not
what we do, it’s not good engineering! It was almost painful
but I had to tell the team that adding in mass was not an option on this program. We were going to make it lighter, stronger and more safe.
This car is underpinned by the GM D2U architecture that’s
also used on the Buick Envision, is that correct? It was previously on the Theta platform?
In modified form [of D2U], yes. And yes, the new platform
helped us get the cowl lower for better frontal visibility.
What else is new about the driveline?
The 2.0-L and the 1.6-L turbodiesel get our new 9-speed
transaxle. All-wheel-drive models have a disconnecting rear
drive axle for fuel efficiency.
Who supplies the Equinox’s new disconnecting rear-axle
set-up?
That’s the American Axle system called EcoTrac.
The 2.0-L seems about right for a CUV this size. How do the
1.5-L and diesel drive?
You won’t believe how strong that one-point-five liter engine
pulls! When you get a chance to drive it I want you to let me
know. You’ll love it. And the diesel is known as the “whisper
diesel” in Germany, it’s so quiet. We’ve got a powertrain for
every customer in Equinox.
Lindsay Brooke
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